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Abstract
This thesis deals with the phenomenon of Central Asian foreign fighters in Syria,
2011–2017. It analyzes their radicalization, recruitment, and travel patterns. Special
emphasis is placed on tracking the home states’ responses, including elements of
de-radicalization and counter-radicalization. The thesis has found that there is
arguably no single factor explaining the Central Asian fighters’ radicalization; nor is
there a typical profile of a Central Asian fighter. Available data suggest that
radicalization and extremist recruitment most often occur in Russia. Furthermore,
the analysis of travel patterns has shown that the majority of Central Asian fighters
traveled to Syria either indirectly via multiple countries (again, most often Russia) or
directly from their country of origin, and then crossed the border from Turkey. The
thesis concludes that all five Central Asian states have adopted policies to address the
perceived security threat of returning foreign fighters, whereas the hard, restrictive
and punitive approach has been prevalent all across the region.

Abstrakt
Tato diplomová práce pojednává o fenoménu středoasijských zahraničních bojovníků
v Sýrii v období let 2011 až 2017. Analyzuje jejich radikalizaci, rekrutaci a cestu na
bojiště. Zvláštní důraz klade na sledování reakce jejich domovských států, včetně
deradikalizačních a protiradikalizačních prvků. Práce ukázala, že neexistuje žádný
jednotný faktor vysvětlující radikalizaci středoasijských bojovníků; stejně tak nelze
vytvořit žádný typický profil středoasijského bojovníka. Z dostupných dat vyplývá,
že radikalizace a rekrutace probíhá nejčastěji na území Ruské federace. Analýza tras
dále ukázala, že většina středoasijských zahraničních bojovníků přicestovala do Sýrie
buď nepřímo přes několik zemí (opět nejčastěji Rusko), nebo přímo ze své země
původu, a následně překročila hranici z Turecka. Práce dochází k závěru, že všech
pět států Střední Asie přijímalo opatření, jimiž reagovaly na vnímanou bezpečnostní
hrozbu spojenou s návratem zahraničních bojovníků. Tvrdý, restriktivní a represivní
přístup převažoval napříč celým regionem.
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Introduction
Historically, foreign fighters are not a new phenomenon – they have been involved in
previous armed conflicts such as the wars in Afghanistan in the 1980s, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Chechnya in the 1990s, and in Afghanistan and Iraq in the 2000s.
However, they have become increasingly important as one of the most dangerous
international security phenomena to have appeared over the course of the Syrian civil war
(2011–). While predominantly linked to the territories of Syria and Iraq, foreign fighters
also participate in other ongoing conflicts such as in Eastern Ukraine and elsewhere in the
world, albeit to a lesser extent. In Syria, Central Asians are among the most largely
represented foreign fighters. Their home governments perceive them as a security threat,
and this topic has dominated the regional security discourse in the 2010s. In order to be
able to deal with the issue more thoroughly, it is apposite to give it a closer look and to
investigate and analyze it further.
This thesis is a contribution to the study of foreign fighters with respect to Syria.
How have they been radicalized? How have they been recruited and how did they travel to
theater? How have their home states responded to this security challenge? This thesis seeks
to answer those research questions using a case study of foreign fighters from Central Asia.
The thesis is not about testing a theory, nor does it have an ambition to come up with a new
theoretical framework. Rather, it aims, with the help of established theoretical concepts
elaborated below, to outline general contours of this phenomenon that has yet to be studied
in relation to Central Asia. The patterns of foreign fighters’ radicalization, recruitment and
travel, as well as their return back home and the states’ responses are essential for our
understanding of modern terrorism and violent extremism. This thesis aims to fill the
existing gap.
The above case selection of Central Asia for the study of foreign fighters is due to
its utmost academic and practical relevance. For the purpose of this thesis, under Central
Asia we understand Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. I
decided to limit the scope of my research exclusively to Central Asians, because I wanted
to avoid writing a general piece on the Syrian war or foreign fighters in Syria. As such,
Central Asian foreign fighters outside Syria – such as in Afghanistan, unless they moved to
Syria – fall largely outside of the scope of my thesis. From the geographical point of view,
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the topic is encompassing mostly the territory of Syria and Central Asian states, with
occasional overlaps into Russia and Turkey. Time-wise, the topic is limited to the period
2011–2017, from the beginning of the Syrian conflict in 2011 until 2017, when, for
practical reasons, I stopped gathering data.
In terms of organization, this thesis is structured into introduction, five chapters,
and conclusion. Chapter 1 presents the key theoretical terms and concepts used to
understand the chosen subject matter. Chapter 2 provides a general overview of Central
Asian foreign fighters present in Syria. Chapter 3 outlines the motivations and factors
underlying individual radicalization. Chapter 4 focuses on recruitment and travel patterns
of Central Asian fighters on the journey to Syria. Finally, Chapter 5, which forms the bulk
of this thesis, is an analysis of the five Central Asian states’ responses, including
de-radicalization and counter-radicalization elements.
In spite of its relevance, the phenomenon of foreign fighters is still largely
understudied. As will be shown in the theoretical chapter, the term itself is ambiguous and
is not yet fully established in political science literature or related disciplines. The Geneva
Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights published a useful general
overview of the phenomenon from the legal perspective as one of its briefing papers,
covering issues such as the status of foreign fighters in armed conflicts or according to the
international humanitarian law.1 An extensive study edited by Andrea de Guttry, Francesca
Capone and Christophe Paulussen also covers the legal dimension, but takes a step forward
by putting the phenomenon of foreign fighters into a more multidisciplinary perspective,
while also outlining supranational and selected national responses to this issue.2 David
Malet, one of the key scholars specializing in foreign fighters, wrote about this
phenomenon from a historical perspective, covering conflicts as varied as the Texas
Revolution in the 1830s, the Spanish Civil War in the 1930s, the Israeli War of
Independence in the 1940s and the war in Afghanistan since the late 1970s until early
1990s.3 In the present day timeframe, Thomas Heghammer focused on the rising role of
Muslim foreign fighters in the context of Islamic jihad since 1980.4
1
2
3
4

Sandra Kraehenmann, Foreign Fighters under International Law (Geneva: Geneva Academy of
International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, 2014).
Andrea de Guttry, Francesca Capone, Christophe Paulussen, eds., Foreign Fighters under International
Law and Beyond (The Hague: Asser Press, 2016).
David Malet, Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in Civil Conflicts (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2014).
Thomas Heghammer, “The Rise of Muslim Foreign Fighters: Islam and the Globalization of Jihad,”
International Security 35, No. 3 (Winter 2010/2011).
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Academic reflection of the ongoing war in Syria is somewhat richer. Multiple
studies have already been written on this conflict. Charles Lister gives a very detailed
overview of the evolution of the Syrian insurgency and jihad in the first five years of the
war.5 For their part, Jessica Stern and J. M. Berger focused solely on IS/Daesh, its
evolution and methods. Their book is based on an impressive amount of primary sources
and includes a chapter on foreign fighters among IS/Daesh, but they stopped short of
elaborating on jihadists from specific regions.6 The Soufan Group (later the Soufan
Center)7 and the International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence
(ICSR)8 have systematically monitored foreign fighters in Syria; however, they often tend
to focus on general trends and statistics rather than providing detailed information on
specific groups of fighters.
Individuals of various ethnic and religious origins participate in the fighting in
Syria. Yet, Western research of this issue has so far centered predominantly on fighters
originating from Western Europe or the Middle East. Most works focus on European
foreign fighters, either as a whole or from individual countries. Some of the following
studies also interviewed the individual fighters, which is something that seems all but
impossible to emulate with the Central Asians, due to the oppressive regimes. In particular,
the International Centre for Counter-Terrorism (ICCT) published multiple individual
reports, research papers or policy briefs about foreign fighters in past as well as ongoing
conflicts.9 Similarly, the Combating Terrorism Center (CTC) at West Point has published
individual short papers on foreign fighters from various ethnic groups in its CTC Sentinel
monthly (from France and Belgium, the Netherlands, the UK, Germany, Sweden, Finland,
Switzerland, Spain, Albania, the Western Balkans and so forth). The CTC also published
several larger studies, including one by Dodwell, Milton and Rassler which works with

5
6
7

8
9

Charles Lister, The Syrian Jihad: Al-Qaeda, the Islamic State and the evolution of an insurgency (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2015).
Jessica Stern and J. M. Berger, ISIS: The State of Terror (New York: Ecco Press, 2015).
Foreign Fighters: An Updated Assessment of the Flow of Foreign Fighters into Syria and Iraq (New
York: The Soufan Group, 2015). Richard Barrett, Beyond the Caliphate: Foreign Fighters and the
Threat of Returnees (New York: The Soufan Center, 2017).
Joseph A. Carter, Shiraz Maher and Peter R. Neumann, “#Greenbirds: Measuring Importance and
Influence in Syrian Foreign Fighter Networks,” ICSR Report, 2014.
Alastair Reed, Jeanine de Roy van Zuijdewijn and Edwin Bakker, “Pathways of Foreign Fighters: Policy
Options and Their (Un)Intended Consequences,” ICCT Policy Brief, April 2015. Bibi van Ginkel and
Eva Entenmann, eds., “The Foreign Fighters Phenomenon in the European Union: Profiles, Threats &
Policies,” ICCT Research Paper, April 2016.
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unique IS/Daesh personnel records.10 Of note, Joanna Paraszczuk has been thoroughly
monitoring predominantly the North Caucasian jihadists within her on-line project titled
“From Chechnya to Syria: Tracking Russian-speaking Foreign Fighters in Syria.”11
Concerning Central Asia, there is good literature on regional security and political
developments. Yet, only few of the works center on local jihadism. Ahmed Rashid tracked
the roots of Central Asian militant Islam and jihadism, with a particular focus on the
1990s, the Hizb ut-Tahrir12 and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU).13 Martha Brill
Olcott mapped the roots of mostly Uzbek jihadism.14 Erlan Karin wrote a book in Russian
about the Kazakh group Jund al-Khilafah (Soldiers of the Caliphate), which conducted
terrorist attacks in Kazakhstan in 2011.15 Colin P. Clarke and Paul Rexton Kan wrote a
policy brief on Uyghur foreign fighters.16 Nevertheless, these are mostly older works and
as such they are of little use in unveiling the link between Central Asian jihadism and the
war in Syria. From the most recent works, Antonio Giustozzi just published a monograph
on the IS/Daesh in Afghanistan, Pakistan and Central Asia.17
Thus, reliable sources dealing specifically with Central Asian foreign fighters in
Syria are still scarce and fragmentary, since this topic is yet to be researched systematically
and in full. Hence, for this study I had to rely on available academic literature as well as
think-tank reports and analyses which covered only select aspects of the phenomenon.
Some of the most useful works include the International Crisis Group (ICG) report on
radicalization in Central Asia18 and the monograph by Maciej Falkowski and Józef Lang
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Brian Dodwell, Daniel Milton and Don Rassler, The Caliphate’s Global Workforce: An Inside Look at
the Islamic State’s Foreign Fighter Paper Trail (West Point, NY: United States Military Academy,
2016).
Joanna Paraszczuk, “From Chechnya to Syria: Tracking Russian-speaking Foreign Fighters in Syria,”
www.chechensinsyria.com/
Hizb ut-Tahrir is an international Sunni Muslim political organization that aims to create an Islamic
caliphate. While it claims to use only peaceful means, Central Asian authorities call the group extremist.
It is banned in all five Central Asian states.
Ahmed Rashid, Jihad: The Rise of Militant Islam in Central Asia (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 2002).
Martha Brill Olcott, In the Whirlwind of Jihad (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 2012).
Erlan Karin, “Солдаты Халифата”: мифы и реальность [Soldiers of the Caliphate: Myths and
Reality] (Almaty: Izdatel’skii dom Vlast’, 2014).
Colin P. Clarke and Paul Rexton Kan, “Uighur Foreign Fighters: An Underexamined Jihadist
Challenge,” ICCT Policy Brief, November 2017.
Antonio Giustozzi, The Islamic State in Khorasan: Afghanistan, Pakistan and the New Central Asian
Jihad (London: Hurst Publishers, 2018).
Syria Calling: Radicalisation in Central Asia (Bishkek and Brussels: International Crisis Group, 2015).
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on post-Soviet militants in Syria and Iraq.19 The situation report from the Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) provides several valuable observations
regarding the specific features distinguishing Russian-speaking fighters in Iraq and Syria
from the rest of the inflow.20 The policy paper by Anna Dyner, Arkadiusz Legieć and
Kacper Rękawek from the Polish Institute of International Affairs (PISM) contains some
interesting, albeit at times also questionable insights on the IS/Daesh threat to Central
Asia.21 United States Agency for International Development (USAID) report on countering
radicalization and extremism in Central Asia attempts to identify the key drivers or push
and pull factors of radicalization, and it also briefly summarizes the state responses. 22 Last
but not least, an unpublished Russian-language manuscript by Bakyt Dubanaev, which I
obtained courtesy of the author, is a good source that comprehensively covers the official
measures taken by Central Asian governments in their de-radicalization and
counter-radicalization efforts. Thanks to his official position in the CIS Anti-Terrorism
Center and in Kyrgyz security services, Dubanaev had access to valuable primary data
including fighters’ biographies and profiling; however, his affiliation with the official
structures also affected his analysis.23
Overall, as the shown from the literature review above, research on Central Asian
foreign fighters is limited by the general scarcity, unreliability and unavailability of data.
For this reason, my thesis draws predominantly on primary data, which determined the
strongly exploratory character of this study and its form. In order to track the state
responses, I consulted the provisions of local Criminal Codes and other national
legislation. Due to inaccessibility of official files and records, I also had to rely a lot on
reporting from the media to track individual cases. For this purpose, I conducted an
in-depth, time-consuming desk research of articles and reports for the given period from
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL), which has five Central Asian services and

19
20
21
22
23

Maciej Falkowski and Józef Lang, Homo Jihadicus: Islam in the former USSR and the phenomenon of
the post-Soviet militants in Syria and Iraq (Warsaw: OSW, 2015).
Russian-speaking Foreign Fighters in Iraq and Syria: Assessing the Threat from (and to) Russia and
Central Asia (Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2017).
Anna Dyner, Arkadiusz Legieć, Kacper Rękawek, “Ready to Go? ISIS and Its Presumed Expansion into
Central Asia,” PISM Policy Paper 121, No. 19 (June 2015).
Central Asian Involvement in the Conflict in Syria and Iraq: Drivers and Responses (Washington, D.C.:
United States Agency for International Development, 2015).
Bakyt Dubanaev, “О государственных мерах по противодействию вербовке граждан в ряды
террористических и экстремистских организаций [On Government Measures to Counter
Recruitment of Citizens into the Ranks of Terrorist and Extremist Organizations] (Bishkek, 2016).
Manuscript, holdings of the author.
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comprehensively covers events in the region in the local languages as well as in Russian
and English.
In addition, these primary sources were complemented by data that I gathered
during a three-week field trip to Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan in August/September 2016.
During this research, I conducted semi-structured interviews with members of the local
expert community available for talk. While helpful, the trip admittedly turned out less
fruitful than expected, because Central Asia is a difficult environment for this type of
overtly sensitive, policy-related research. The interlocutors were rather careful not to speak
too much. Despite my journey to the countryside, it was all but impossible to conduct
interviews with the fighters themselves or their families, as this would have almost
certainly led to problems with local law enforcement.
For practical reasons, I used the form “IS/Daesh” to refer to the “Islamic State”
group throughout the text. For simplicity, I have used the term “Kazakh” to denote any
citizen of Kazakhstan, regardless of their ethnicity (hence not only ethnic Kazakhs), and
used this accordingly with citizens of the other four Central Asian states. Information on
ethnicity is provided or clarified only where known and relevant/necessary. One
problematic term/exception are the ethnic Turkmens, who are – besides citizens of
Turkmenistan – also one of the ethnic minorities in Syria; as such, it is often difficult to
distinguish/differentiate between reporting on Turkmens from Syria (also commonly called
“Syrian Turkomans”) and Turkmens arriving from Turkmenistan. As for the form of
acronyms used, if there was no standard established English acronym, I used the acronyms
from the local official languages, not Russian.
Last but not least, I would like to express my gratitude to the Charles University
Grant Agency (GA UK), which has supported this research with a grant, project GA UK
No. 578916.
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1. Theoretical framework
This chapter aims to briefly explain key terms and concepts used in this thesis, particularly
since some of the terms used are still contested in the academic literature and usually have
no single definition. There are other books and articles focusing on this issue more deeply;
the referenced works offer a good starting point for more detailed discussion. The thesis
centers around the concept of foreign fighters. This key concept will be further elaborated
through

the

use

of

concepts

of

radicalization,

recruitment,

disengagement,

de-radicalization, and counter-radicalization.
While transnational insurgencies and foreign volunteer participation in conflicts
have existed for centuries, political science for a long time lacked a specific term to grasp
this phenomenon.24 David Malet did a great job describing the genesis of the term foreign
fighter in the past few decades and its evolving discourse from mid-2000s onwards, when
the term appeared in academic literature in its current form.25 He also pointed out that
“[m]ost of the early works on foreign fighters […] adopted an ‘I know it when I see it’
approach, discussing foreign fighters without ever defining just which actors should be
counted and why.”26 Of note, some authors preferred to use the term “transnational
insurgents,” to underline their linkage to insurgency as a specific type of irregular warfare,
or used the two terms interchangeably.27 However, “foreign fighters” are by now more
established in academic discourse as well as among the general public, as it is often used
by the media.
As research into the phenomenon deepened, other authors tried to produce more
precise working definitions. Referring to the case of Chechnya in the 1990s, Cerwyn
Moore and Paul Tumelty described foreign fighters as “non-indigenous, non-territorialized
combatants who, motivated by religion, kinship, and/or ideology rather than pecuniary
reward, enter a conflict zone to participate in hostilities.”28 Noting the foreign fighters’ role
particularly in asymmetric conflicts with a participation of at least one non-state actor,
24
25
26
27
28

David Malet, Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in Civil Conflicts (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2014), 8–9.
See David Malet, “Foreign Fighter Mobilization and Persistence in a Global Context,” Terrorism and
Political Violence 27, No. 3 (2015).
Ibid., 456.
See Kristin M. Bakke, “Help Wanted? The Mixed Record of Foreign Fighters in Domestic Insurgencies,”
International Security 38, No. 4 (Spring 2014).
Cerwyn Moore and Paul Tumelty, “Foreign Fighters and the Case of Chechnya: A Critical Assessment,”
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 31, No. 5 (2008), 412.
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Barak Mendelsohn draws attention to the inherent biases and ambiguities surrounding the
term. He points out that most studies on foreign fighters rely on a state-centric perspective
and use a binary view (implying that one either is or is not foreign), rather than seeing the
multiple different levels of “foreignness.”29
As the above discussion shows, the key characteristic feature of foreign fighters is
that these individuals willfully join an armed conflict abroad. Yet, even this very basic
definition is hampered by an absence of any legal consensus on the international level.
Several UN Security Council resolutions from 2014 operate with the more confined term
“foreign terrorist fighters,” but still, even this term awaits further codification.30 As shown
in more detail in Chapter 5, on the national level, some Central Asian states have already
been working hard to include a legal definition of this activity in their criminal legislation,
differentiating foreign fighters from terrorists or mercenaries, so as to adapt to the evolving
security challenges.
In line with David Malet and Thomas Heghammer, two leading scholars focusing
on foreign fighters, in this thesis I take a narrow approach. I define foreign fighters more
restrictively as a “non-citizen of conflict states who join[s] insurgencies during civil
conflict”31 and who has simultaneously “joined, and operates within the confines of, an
insurgency, lacks citizenship of the conflict state or kinship links to its warring factions,
lacks affiliation to an official military organization, and is unpaid.”32 This definition
effectively excludes other actors, such as ordinary terrorists, state-affiliated combatants
(regular military forces as well as foreign legions), mercenaries and private military
contractors, insurgent groups hiding in safe havens rather than fighting, or certain fighters
from neighboring states or operating across the state border.33
Additional concepts are needed in order to contextualize the “life-cycle” of a
foreign fighter. Radicalization is the first of several steps towards becoming a foreign
fighter. The surge of interest in radicalization is intertwined with the attacks of September
11, 2001, and other events that followed as a result. The term entered the scholarly

29
30
31
32
33

Barak Mendelsohn, “Foreign Fighters – Recent Trends,” Orbis 55, No. 2 (Spring 2011), 190–192.
Sandra Kraehenmann, Foreign Fighters under International Law (Geneva: Geneva Academy of
International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, 2014), 40–43.
David Malet, Foreign Fighters: Transnational Identity in Civil Conflicts (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2014), 9.
Thomas Heghammer, “The Rise of Muslim Foreign Fighters: Islam and the Globalization of Jihad,”
International Security 35, No. 3 (Winter 2010/2011), 57–8
David Malet, “Foreign Fighter Mobilization and Persistence in a Global Context,” Terrorism and
Political Violence 27, No. 3 (2015), 456–7.
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discourse fairly recently and is mostly based on existing research in terrorism studies. 34 It
was Clark McCauley and Sophia Moskalenko who described radicalization as “increased
preparation for and commitment to intergroup conflict […] [and] change in beliefs,
feelings, and behaviors in directions that increasingly justify intergroup violence and
demand sacrifice in defense of the ingroup.”35 According to Alex Wilner and
Claire-Jehanne Dubouloz, radicalization is “a personal process in which the individual
adopts extreme political, social, or religious ideals and aspirations, and where the
attainment of particular goals justifies the use of indiscriminate violence.”36 Randy Borum
sees radicalization generally as “the process of developing extremist ideologies and
beliefs.”37 In addition to further elaborating on radicalization in light of different social
science theories, Borum has also focused on the existing conceptual models of
radicalization.38 Of interest, Mohammed Hafez and Creighton Mullins have proposed
abandoning the most common metaphor of a “process” in favor of a “puzzle” concept.39
The multiple explanations and different understandings of what exactly constitutes
radicalization led Mark Sedgwick to call the concept a “source of confusion.” While
commonly understood simply as “what goes on before the bomb goes off,” Sedgwick
pointed out to the lack of established consensus about the term’s meaning. 40 As he argues,
the term is used in various different ways and in three different contexts – the security,
integration, and foreign-policy contexts, whereas radicalization means something different
in each. As such, he proposed to “recognize the inherently relative nature of the term
‘radical,’ and cease treating ‘radicalization’ as an absolute concept.”41 Peter Neumann also
sees the concept as inherently ambiguous, and goes on to explain this ambiguity by
differing notions of cognitive and behavioral radicalization.42 For their part, Jonathan
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42

Peter Neumann and Scott Kleinmann, “How Rigorous Is Radicalization Research?” Democracy and
Security 9, No. 4 (2013), 361.
Clark McCauley and Sophia Moskalenko, “Mechanisms of Political Radicalization: Pathways Toward
Terrorism,” Terrorism and Political Violence 20, No. 3 (2008), 416.
Alex Wilner and Claire-Jehanne Dubouloz, “Homegrown Terrorism and Transformative Learning: An
Interdisciplinary Approach to Understanding Radicalization,” Canadian Political Science Association
Conference (May 2009), 8.
Randy Borum, “Radicalization into Violent Extremism I: A Review of Social Science Theories,” Journal
of Strategic Security 4, No. 4 (2011), 9.
See Randy Borum, “Radicalization into Violent Extremism II: A Review of Conceptual Models and
Empirical Research,” Journal of Strategic Security 4, No. 4 (2011).
See Mohammed Hafez and Creighton Mullins, “The Radicalization Puzzle: A Theoretical Synthesis of
Empirical Approaches to Homegrown Extremism,” Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 38, No. 11 (2015).
Mark Sedgwick, “The Concept of Radicalization as a Source of Confusion,” Terrorism and Political
Violence 22, No. 4 (2010), 479.
Ibid., 479.
Peter R. Neumann, “The Trouble with Radicalization,” International Affairs 89, No. 4 (2013), 873.
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Githens-Mazer and Robert Lambert provide a thoughtful critique of so-called
“conventional wisdom” on radicalization.43
For the purpose of this thesis, I draw on Horgan, Neumann and Rogers in defining
radicalization. I understand radicalization predominantly as “the social and psychological
process of incrementally experienced commitment to extremist political or religious
ideology.”44 This involves also “changes in [an individual’s] attitude that lead towards
sanctioning and, ultimately, the involvement in the use of violence for a political aim.”45
While not an established political science concept as such, recruitment is closely
related to radicalization. Randy Borum describes it as intentional and systematical
facilitation of radicalization. He also conceptualizes recruitment more broadly as when
“Islamist militants seek new supporters, activists, and members and […] engage in active
efforts to influence others to adopt their point of view.”46 However, other scholars such as
Marc Sageman favor a differing term “enlistment,” particularly in the context of militant
Salafi jihadism.47 The distinction reflects the character of the mutual relationship between
the individual and the organization/network at this stage of the process, as well as the
qualitatively different motivations to join. In the context of this thesis, recruitment covers
“the process [and practical steps] through which individuals join entities engaged in violent
extremism”48 and is the step that follows radicalization and precedes the foreign fighters’
travel to theater.
Disengagement denotes another key development stage of the process, usually upon
leaving the theater. According to Horgan, disengaging encompasses “critical cognitive and
social changes, in terms of leaving behind the shared social norms, values, attitudes and
aspirations so carefully forged while the individual was still a member of a terrorist
network […] [which, however,] might equally result in some continued adherence to these
values and attitudes, and engaging in some other socially relevant ‘support’ behavior but

43
44
45
46
47
48

Jonathan Githens-Mazer and Robert Lambert, “Why conventional wisdom on radicalization fails: the
persistence of a failed discourse,” International Affairs 84, No. 4 (2010).
John Horgan, Walking Away from Terrorism: Accounts of Disengagement from Radical and Extremist
Movements (New York: Routledge, 2009), 152.
Peter R. Neumann and Brooke Rogers, “Recruitment and Mobilisation for the Islamist Militant
Movement in Europe,” ICSR Report, 2007, 6.
Randy Borum, “Radicalization into Violent Extremism I: A Review of Social Science Theories,” Journal
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no longer engaging in actual terrorist operations.”49 As visible from the above definition,
this process greatly differs from de-radicalization. It does not necessarily mean that the
individual has left terrorism behind, and “rarely implies (or even necessitates) that one [has
also] become ‘deradicalized’” or repentant.50 In this thesis, disengagement relates mostly
to the time period of the individual foreign fighter’s departure from theater.
Finally, while commonly used in scholarly literature, de-radicalization still lacks
proper conceptualization and definition. For his part, Horgan proposes the working
definition of de-radicalization as the “social and psychological process whereby an
individual’s commitment to, and involvement in, violent radicalization is reduced to the
extent that they are no longer at risk of involvement and engagement in violent activity.”
He notes that the term may also denote “any initiative that tries to achieve a reduction of
risk of re-offending through addressing the specific and relevant disengagement issues.”51
Such initiatives are commonly funded and/or implemented by states within their
government programs.
Last but not least, the concept of counter-radicalization also remains poorly
defined.

The

UN

Counter-Terrorism

Implementation

Task

Force

describes

counter-radicalization broadly as the (package of social, political, legal, educational and
economic) policies, programs and strategies that states/governments design and adopt in
order to address, prevent, deter and counter radicalization.52 In this sense, it is also closely
related to the broader notion of countering violent extremism. According to Schmid, the
difference between de-radicalization and counter-radicalization is that while the former
“refers to programs that are generally focusing on radicalized individuals or groups of
suspected or convicted terrorists with the aim of rehabilitating them and re-integrating
them into society or at least dissuading them from further use of political violence,
counter-radicalization has an anticipatory thrust” and seeks to prevent radicalization from
occurring, preferably without using (possibly counter-productive) coercive or repressive
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means.53 As such, counter-radicalization efforts do not target foreign fighters as such but
rather focus on the wider public or specific communities.
All in all, the models of de-radicalization and counter-radicalization as defined
above seem, admittedly, not particularly suitable for the analysis of Central Asia. As seen
in detail in Chapter 5, the Central Asian governments’ approach, while containing some
elements of both de-radicalization and counter-radicalization, suffers from inherent flaws
and is insufficiently nuanced. It is one of my findings that unlike in the West, all Central
Asian states put overemphasis on repression rather than trying to address the underlying
causes of radicalization or come up with clearly identifiable preventative efforts. This is
why I opted for subsuming these measures under the broad umbrella term “reactions”
rather than speaking specifically of de-radicalization and counter-radicalization policies,
programs, campaigns or strategies.
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2. Overview of Central Asian foreign fighters in Syria
The ebb and flow of foreign fighters in Syria is inherently difficult to track, with different
sources using different methodologies, figures and estimates. According to a 2015 study by
the Soufan Group, between 27,000 and 31,000 people from at least 86 countries have
traveled to Syria and Iraq to join the IS/Daesh and other violent extremist groups.54 The
majority has come from Arab states in the Middle East and North Africa, but at least 4,700
individuals reportedly came from the former Soviet Union.55 Central Asian foreign fighters
have reached a total of approximately 2,000 people from the five Central Asian states
combined.56 Of note, the number of foreign fighters from Russia and Central Asia has risen
significantly between June 2014 and December 2015, indicating that the majority of them
had arrived in this period.57
Updated 2017 data from the Soufan Group slightly increase the overall numbers
and also give a better idea of representation by nationality and/or ethnicity – Kazakhstan
and Kyrgyzstan have over 500 fighters each, Turkmenistan has over 400, Uzbekistan over
1,500, and Tajikistan 1,300.58 The share of women and children in those estimates is
difficult to assess, but it most likely reaches additional several hundred.
Overall, Central Asian militants have joined a wide range of insurgent groups
present and active in Syria. Most have joined the (orthodox/hard-line) Islamist factions –
first and foremost the IS/Daesh, but also al-Qaeda affiliates like Jabhat al-Nusra, or Salafi59
groups such as Ahrar al-Sham. Some Central Asians have decided to form their own
groups, most often based on ethnic kinship, that operated under or eventually became parts
of other larger organizations. A good example of this is the group called Katibat al-Tawhid
wal Jihad (KTJ), consisting predominantly of ethnic Uzbek militants from Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan, which joined the Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS)60 in early 2017.61 Much fewer
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Central Asians have joined the Free Syrian Army (FSA) or other moderate anti-Assad
opposition groups. And while some individuals have joined the Kurdish fighters or even
chose to support the Assad regime, those cases are rare and rather exceptional among
Central Asians.62
While there was initially a very broad range of opposition/rebel groups, as the
Syrian war progressed, some groups either disappeared or merged with others, and fighters
tended to join larger and more established factions. That so many Central Asians joined a
few large organizations (in general affiliated either with Islamist rebel groups or with
IS/Daesh) in Syria is a new, previously unseen dynamics.
As a consequence of which factions they joined, foreign fighters from Central Asia
have been present mostly in the rebel-held parts of Syria (such as the Aleppo and Idlib
Provinces, or the Raqqa Province in case of IS/Daesh territory), where they also took part
in some of the battles. Of interest, some sources have described Central Asians as more
prone to mistreat the local Syrian population, acting rather like an occupying army, which
has reportedly led to resentment towards them in northern Syria where they had operated.63
Post-Soviet, Russian- and Turkic-speaker militant groups affiliated with the same
organizations seem to have frequently fought alongside each other.64 Such connections
worked well particularly between Islamist groups from Central Asia and the Caucasus, in
spite of their different ethnic backgrounds or occasional tensions in their home countries.
In other cases, they have maintained some degree of cooperation or coordination, if only
for propaganda and recruitment purposes. However, it is difficult to objectively assess
what the mutual relations among Central Asian fighters were, mostly due to the lack of
data but also due to constantly shifting allegiances and loyalties. For instance, the Uzbekdominated group Katibat al-Imam al-Bukhari (the Imam Bukhari Brigade, IBB) has
switched allegiances from the IS/Daesh to Jabhat al-Nusra, only to later join the Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS), all within the time-frame of several years.65 As such, it is probably
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not surprising that there have also been reported cases of intra-rebel fighting,66 possibly
among Central Asians as well.
As for the leading personalities, the pool of post-Soviet fighters has been mostly
dominated by battle-hardened Chechens, so there were comparatively fewer Central Asians
who have become prominent. Among the few exceptions are Gulmurod Khalimov, the
former Tajik field commander who later became a key figure of the IS/Daesh, or
Abdurakhmon Uzbeki, a senior IS/Daesh operative and associate of its leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi.
Of interest, an Uzbek militant called Abu Rofiq founded a jihadi private military
company (PMC), “Malhama Tactical,” in May 2016. Based in Syria, it mostly consisted of
Central Asian and North Caucasian fighters. Advertising its services as a professional
contractor, Malhama Tactical claimed to provide not only high-quality training and
battlefield consulting, but also combat missions to other militant groups in Syria on a
commercial basis. Its founder also claimed to have previously served among Russia’s elite
Airborne Troops.67
The Syrian war also brought about one significant change from the past. Until the
early 2010s, the Central Asian militancy was associated predominantly with groups such as
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) or the Islamic Jihad Union (IJU), operating in
exile from Afghanistan and Pakistan alongside the Taliban and al-Qaeda and focusing
mostly on change in their home states. However, as the Syrian war unfolded, they have
been steadily losing both new recruits and necessary funds in favor of the war in Syria.
Some groups, such as the Uighur-led Turkistan Islamic Party (TIP), have migrated from
Afghanistan to Syria.68 Due to the emergence of IS/Daesh as an alternative competing
force to the long-established insurgent groups, Central Asian jihadists both in Syria and
elsewhere now had to decide between loyalty to either al-Qaeda and the Taliban, or to
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IS/Daesh.69 In effect, the nature of the Central Asian militancy has changed from the 2010s
onwards to include mostly IS/Daesh and other fighters present in Syria, with the elements
present in Central Asia as such as well as those remaining in Afghanistan rather playing a
secondary role.
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3. Radicalization and motivation
Given the complexity of the topic and the differences between individual fighters, it is all
but impossible to create a typical profile of a Central Asian fighter, and to identify the sole
primary motivation or list all the reasons leading to or influencing their radicalization.70
There is arguably no single motive behind the decision to leave for Syria, and all the
fighters clearly do not represent a homogeneous, single entity but rather a wide crosssection of the society.71 As Stern and Berger put it, a “mix of political sentiment, religious
belief, and personal circumstance is required” to become a jihadist.72
This chapter will attempt to outline and explain some of the more common reasons
behind the Central Asian fighters’ decision to leave for Syria. While many different
divisions are possible, based on the data I gathered I separated the motivations into four
categories, namely socio-economic, political, religious/ideological and personal factors.
Some of the motivations are highly likely mutually reinforcing, while others may be
outright contradictory as individual fighters joined armed groups with differing, conflicting
and sometimes even incompatible views and goals (despite sharing some other basic goals,
such as the wish to topple the Assad regime).

3.1 Socio-economic factors
Socio-economic factors facilitating radicalization pertain to the generally unsatisfactory
situation people are facing in their home countries.73 All five Central Asian states (or parts
thereof) share, to a varying degree, negative features such as underdevelopment, high
unemployment rate, endemic corruption, bad governance, and poor state of the economy.
This has further worsened since the 2014 Russian economic and financial crisis spilled
over into the region, leading to increased social tensions, simmering social problems and
possible social unrest.
70
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Owing to the difficult socio-economic situation, the majority of young Central
Asians have rather dire life prospects and in many cases only little chance of obtaining
satisfactory employment or pursuing a good career, of succeeding in life, and starting and
supporting their own family. There is widespread frustration from the combination of
poverty, unemployment, low standards of living, lack of self-fulfillment, and feeling of
having no perspectives or bleak future.74 Economic problems also highly likely drive labor
migration, which in turn makes Central Asians more prone to radical ideas or solutions and
more susceptible to join militant organizations.75
At the same time, young people without family or other commitments have
relatively little to lose and are thus more open to radical changes in life. The wish to find a
spouse likely further reinforces the decision to leave for Syria, as it is likely seen as a good
life opportunity for those otherwise unable to afford a good match. 76 After all, the need to
have money for the traditional dowry or to own a house before marriage is still a standard
throughout the region.
However, it is also necessary to stress that it is not just socio-economically
disadvantaged, marginalized or uneducated people who have become radicalized. In fact,
the poor economic situation does not seem to be the decisive factor.77 There have been
multiple cases reported of radicalization occurring among individuals who have
above-average salaries or are financially secure and exist within the higher social strata.
High-profile government officials and their family members have been noted within this
group.78 According to Matveeva, the Kyrgyz who become jihadis “are mostly affluent,
from urban or semi-urban areas, have a tertiary education, and are predominantly 25- to
35-year-old men.”79 Nevertheless, not only young people went to Syria, as evidenced by
the peculiar case of certain “Abd-al-’Aziz al-Kyrgyzi” also from Kyrgyzstan, who was
reportedly born in 1945, married and had five children, but nevertheless arrived to Syria in
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July 2014 and wanted to become a fighter.80
Internal as well as foreign labor migration has been yet another – and possibly the
most important – risk factor, as it significantly increased the individual’s vulnerability and
susceptibility to more radical ideas. The greatest share of Central Asian labor migrants,
particularly Kyrgyz, Uzbek and Tajik, go to Russia to work on construction sites or do
other, mostly manual and low-skilled jobs. This foreign environment is highly conducive
to radicalization due to frequent discrimination and harassment on racial, ethnic and
religious grounds. In Russia, Central Asian workers are facing mistreatment and abuse
including attacks and beatings (sometimes perpetrated by the Russian law enforcement), as
well as language barriers and other difficulties to integrate on a daily basis. All the above
mentioned factors likely make the Central Asian laborers feel increasingly marginalized,
while dislocation from home and the well-known environment and culture remove the
positive mitigating factors that usually prevent radicalization.81
One of the more common radicalization narratives, often used by Central Asian
governments and officials, is that fighters see the Syrian war merely as a way to earn good
money or as a temporary job abroad. However, this explanation seems rather weak,
because such people are more likely to join the private military companies (PMCs), which
offer regular salaries and some degree of stability and protection, instead of joining the
various fighter groups and risking not getting any salary at all.82

3.2 Political factors
Political factors include general dissatisfaction with the (mostly authoritarian and harsh)
ruling regimes and/or with the political situation at home, political marginalization and
little to no positive outlook for future political change.83 In Central Asia, political Islam
often represents one of the few remaining available streams of political opposition to the
ruling regimes. Recruiters and propaganda frequently spread and exploit an idealized
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narrative of the Syrian jihad, linking it to the wish to find or establish a better society
without everyday problems and with better values. Besides, Central Asian states are
notorious for their democratic deficits and frequent discrimination, repression, and
persecution, which often occurs on ethnic or religious grounds.84 This is likely conducive
to radicalization and further facilitates the turn to more radical world-views as alternative
solutions to common problems.
However, evidence suggests that radicalization and extremist recruitment often
occurs outside the home states, predominantly in Russia since it is the primary destination
for Central Asian migrant workers. Anti-Russian sentiments and the wish to fight against
Russia (particularly since Moscow actively stepped into the Syrian war in 2015 on the
Assad regime’s side) possibly also plays an important role in the decision – at least in some
cases, as many Central Asians view Moscow’s role in Syria negatively.85
On a related note, some of the political factors playing a role are also dissatisfaction
with the Assad regime and opposition to its brutality, the wish to defeat it, take revenge,
and protect the locals, which are reportedly the primary motivations why Syrians join rebel
factions.86 However, this is likely somewhat less important to the Central Asians because
the region’s cultural and personal ties to Syria are much weaker compared to people
originating from the Middle East or Caucasus.
Formative past life experience from previous armed conflicts, such as the Tajik
civil war or the IMU insurgency in the Ferghana Valley in the late 1990s, likely facilitates
the decision as well. People with military and combat experience were well sought after by
the various armed groups in Syria.

3.3 Religious and ideological factors
The ideological motivation is often connected to the ultraconservative or radical
understanding of Islam, influence of radical (including foreign and foreign-sponsored)
preachers, and successful indoctrination, be it at home or abroad, such as during Islamic
religious studies. For many jihadists, religious reasons were reportedly necessary, albeit
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not entirely sufficient to explain the transition to violence.87 Falkowski and Lang argue that
one of the primary causes behind the rising influx of fighters to Syria has been “the
development and growth of the [strong and autonomous] Salafi communities in the postSoviet area, as well as their internationalization and globalization.”88
Instead of curbing radicalization, the Central Asian states’ generally repressive
stance towards religion (and particularly its “less standard” forms), such as state control of
mosques and religious schools, as well as other attempts at secularization of the public
space, has arguably only further fueled problems.89 The general lack of religious education
has also facilitated the effect of extremist propaganda on individuals with limited
understanding of Islam. Some of the fighters were either recent converts to Islam or people
with little to no previous interest in religious matters. Their sudden interest in religion also
often followed problems with alcohol, drug addiction, or with law enforcement, such as
imprisonment.90 While ethnic Uzbeks and Tajiks are traditionally perceived as generally
more religious than Kazakhs, Kyrgyz and Turkmens, according to Tromble’s study the
links between ethnicity, religiosity and possible radicalization in Central Asia are much
more complex and as such do not allow for these kinds of generalizations.91
Furthermore, the Syrian war instigates the feelings of solidarity and belonging to
the larger Muslim community (ummah) due to its strong ideological appeal. It is often seen
as a just war for a just cause, and sometimes even as a religious duty to participate – due to
the exceptionality and importance of Syria (Sham) in Sunni Islam, its symbolic meaning as
the former seat of the caliphate and a place foreseen as the source of key future changes. 92
Hence the wish to conduct jihad, fight the “infidels,” become a hero or “martyr,” achieve
glory, and to fulfill one’s religious obligation by fighting for Islam and possibly creating an
Islamic State – as opposed to their country of origin, which is seen as too secular.
Once again, such views are further supported and cultivated by well-targeted
propaganda, concentrated recruitment efforts and other manipulative techniques, making
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the decision to join the fighting easier. Radical/extremist propaganda successfully exploits
and exacerbates the existing vulnerabilities, and takes the form of both general recruitment
campaigns as well as targeted work with individuals (for instance through on-line
messaging apps). Communication in multiple languages, including Russian as the lingua
franca of the post-Soviet space, also eases the targeting and increases the success rates.
Of interest, research by Mironova, Mrie and Whitt shows that the main motivations
for participating in the Syrian war alongside Islamist factions differ greatly between the
locals (Syrian people) and the foreign fighters. While the locals’ motivations tend to be
more instrumental and linked to the wish to defeat the Assad regime, foreigners “generally
come to Syria on a quest for spiritual fulfillment and to build an Islamic state through
jihad.”93 Similarly, Dronzina’s field research in Kyrgyzstan also suggests that the main
driving factors and motives behind the decision to go to Syria were mostly ideological. 94

3.4 Personal factors
Individual personal motivations include the decision to fundamentally change one’s life,
for example after a personal tragedy or other sudden, abrupt change. Such factors include
feeling an existential crisis, the urge to search for meaning in life, or even rebellion against
the older generation’s views, as evidenced by the plethora of cases of young people leaving
for Syria despite their parents’ explicit wishes for them to stay. Other reasons also include
the desire to become a hero, romantic search for adventure, or simple tiredness of everyday
life.95
Furthermore, recruiters have been successful at exploiting an individual’s
discontent and turning this into a real desire to leave for Syria as an ultimate solution to
some, if not all the personal problems they have had at home. Presence of the strong ethnic
community in Syria composed of compatriots as well as people from other post-Soviet
states arguably further made the move easier. This pertains particularly to the latter years
of the Syrian conflict, from 2014 onwards, when the Central Asian diaspora in Syria was
already well established.
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An example of a region within Central Asia where many of the aforementioned
factors likely combined to play a major role in fueling radicalization is the Ferghana
Valley, the most populous and conservative part of Central Asia divided between
independent Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. In 2010, the Kyrgyz section of the
Ferghana Valley witnessed large-scale ethnic riots which affected thousands of people,
mostly ethnic Uzbek, who lost their relatives, property or jobs.96 Some sources argue that
these events, combined with continuing political and economic marginalization of ethnic
Uzbek in Kyrgyzstan, were instrumental in influencing the decisions of Uzbek living in
southern Kyrgyzstan to leave for Syria.97
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4. Journey from Central Asia to Syria
Most commonly, the Central Asian fighters’ route to Syria has been an indirect one via
multiple countries and then, finally, through Turkey. For the vast majority of them,
particularly the former labor migrants, the journey starts in Russia,98 where radicalization
also commonly occurs, as described in the previous chapter. It is then followed by
recruitment and travel to the Syrian theater itself. This chapter outlines the most common
travel patterns and key changes over time.
Of note, some Central Asian countries enacted stricter laws as early as 2011,
apparently as a reaction to the perceived threat of the Arab Spring spreading to the region.
With media freedom generally on a very low level, and combined with distrust to official
news channels and limited access to other sources, this has likely facilitated the efficiency
of the radical/extremist propaganda and recruitment campaigns targeting Central Asians.
Another factor underlying this was the complete lack of media education or any prevention
programs.

4.1 Recruitment
While it is probable that there have been certain individuals who recruited Central Asian
volunteers directly, the existence of an organized network present in the region has been
rather unlikely. This is mostly because there have been other options available, such as
remote recruitment via the Internet, which were at least equally efficient, and at the same
time less risky, much easier and cheaper.99 However, some sources indicate that
recruitment has taken place in person, predominantly in mosques and prayer rooms across
the region, while “the Internet and social media [have] play[ed] a critical but not definitive
role.”100 In this latter case, interpersonal networks likely played a key role, exploiting a
certain community, group or other personal link. Of note, there have been cases of villages
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in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan where whole families have been recruited and have departed
for Syria.
Nevertheless, a network of Salafi activists coordinating the recruitment of fighters
to Syria, including Central Asians, has highly likely operated – and probably still operates,
albeit with somewhat different goals – throughout Russia. While the headhunting has
increasingly taken place on-line, it is likely that some kind of recommendation (such as
previous experience from within the Salafi community) was still necessary in order to sift
the potential recruits and avoid infiltration by the Russian security services.101 Key
recruitment locations in Russia include mosques, but also places such as gyms and
construction sites.102 In Central Asia, the recruitment cells have reportedly been rather
small, tended to be secretive and sometimes operated as part of prayer groups.103
Targeted propaganda on the Internet and communication via various social media
channels, such as Facebook, Twitter, VKontakte, Odnoklassniki and other platforms, have
effectively become the basic tools for recruitment. According to a study conducted by the
Kyrgyz NGO “Search for Common Ground” among Kyrgyz youth, recruitment occurs
both in-person and on-line, with social media and phone messaging applications playing a
key role in spreading the radical or extremist narratives.104
Materials published in Russian, most often produced by fellow post-Soviet
militants, have gained an essential role in recruitment efforts due to the general lack of
Arabic language skills among Central Asians.105 The Russian-language messaging has
been tailored to attract militants from post-Soviet states and distinguishes them from other
fighters who have come either from Europe or from Arab-speaking countries and have
been influenced mostly by Arabic, English, French or German language propaganda with
slightly different narratives. While the targeted media and propaganda campaigns used
some negative themes such as the Central Asian migrants’ plight in Russia, most of the
messaging has been positive – for example IS/Daesh efforts to create a caliphate and the
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prospects to start a new life there.106 The IS/Daesh in particular has proven to be rather
tech- and Internet-savvy, as illustrated by the on-line publication of its Russian-language
Istok (Source) magazine. Istok, created by Russian-speaking IS/Daesh fighters for their
fellows, was a variant of the Dabiq magazine; on the first glance it looked like a
professionally-made glossy (albeit jihadi) lifestyle magazine.107 Recruitment in Central
Asia was also easier for IS/Daesh because its many supporters have been able to convey
the message (in Russian and/or local languages) to the target audiences.108
While virtually any new recruit arriving to Syria already represented a success,
recruiters have targeted mostly individuals with some added value, such as those having
particular skills that were considered useful. Those were for example veterans of various
local armed conflicts (Soviet-Afghan war, Tajik civil war, anti-Russian insurgency in the
North Caucasus), former law enforcement personnel, soldiers with proper military training,
men with at least basic experience from compulsory military service, or medical
professionals like doctors and nurses. Perhaps unsurprisingly, those who arrived from
conflict zones or had the necessary experience were more likely to become group leaders
or unit commanders, whereas those without experience or training commonly ended as
suicide bombers or cannon fodder.109
Arrivals of fighters along with their whole (sometimes even extended) families,
including kids, have been useful from the propagandistic point of view. Presenting Syria as
an attractive – if not outright ideal – environment to lead a fulfilling and happy life (which
was a standard narrative) then facilitated further recruitment. As a matter of fact, migration
of entire families is a Central Asian specific, and was significantly more common among
fighters from the region than for example among fighters from Europe or the Caucasus.110
The role of criminal networks or home-grown terrorist networks (such as the IMU
and IJU) appears to have been limited to support functions, such as organizing financial
transactions or providing forfeited travel documents. However, some sources state that
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Caucasian criminal gangs in Russia have been actively recruiting volunteers for
IS/Daesh.111

4.2 Travel patterns
Available data suggest that in most cases, the standard procedure has been to give the new
recruits advice and travel instructions and ask them to reach Turkey on their own or in
small groups, and then to send an emissary who would pick them up and help them cross
the border into Syria.112 This way, all the remaining issues were dealt with upon arrival. On
the one hand, this approach has simplified and eased the recruiters’ work; on the other
hand, it might have also led to quick disillusionment among some of the new recruits.
Turkey has served as the main entry point for the predominant majority of Central
Asian foreign fighters leaving for Syria.113 This is because since the outbreak of the war in
Syria, it has been relatively easy to cross the Turkish-Syrian border (at least compared to
Syria’s other borders), as it remained open for several years. Furthermore, Turkey is a
well-established transportation hub with a plethora of daily direct flights to both Russia
and Central Asia. The large amounts of passengers have made oversight more difficult for
the authorities; after all, travel to Turkey is usually not seen as suspicious and can have
many legitimate reasons. Last but not least, Turkey has a rather liberal visa policy and as
such it does not require Central Asian nationals to obtain entry visas. 114 Logistically, the
easiest way to Syria has been to transit through Turkey.
For some fighters, the journey has been rather short as they were already present in
the region – for example Central Asian migrant workers or students in Turkey or in the
Middle Eastern countries neighboring Syria.115 Yet, unlike with fighters from the
Caucasus, such foundations were generally weaker as there were not as many
socio-cultural ties between Central Asia and Syria or the broader region before the Syrian
war broke out.
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Travel from Afghanistan and/or Pakistan has been quite common, but also
inherently more difficult to track. Before the war in Syria, the majority of Central Asian
militants resided in Afghanistan and Pakistan.116 Estimates vary, but there have likely been
at least few hundred Central Asian militants present in the latter two countries by the early
2010s. However, most of them went to fight abroad long ago and have already spent up to
two decades in the region, becoming fully ingrained in the local environment (the second
generation was already born there). The IMU – an older, established organization – likely
had the experience and capability to move its fighters from one hot point to another. As
such, it is highly likely that at least several dozen Central Asian fighters relocated from
Afghanistan and/or Pakistan to Syria. The flow of fighters from Afghanistan and Pakistan
was higher particularly in the early years of the Syrian war, before the main influx from
other regions.117 In any case, compared to those who came later from Central Asia (directly
or via Russia), this number was definitely much lower.
Travel patterns via North Caucasus have been documented as well, but are
comparatively fewer and include cases of those Central Asians who joined the local
anti-Russian insurgency months or even years before deciding to leave for another
battlefield. Travel through the Persian Gulf countries – yet another destination related to
Central Asian labor migration or religious/Islamic studies – has been quite uncommon, but
there have been several documented cases nevertheless.118
For some, particularly Central Asian women and those who became radicalized in
their countries of origin, the travel pattern has been quite direct – boarding a plane from the
country of origin to Turkey for the necessary stopover, and then crossing the border to
Syria. In order not to get stopped from flying to Turkey at the airport, the travelers have
sometimes arranged deals with the airport staff, ensuring their departure would not be seen
as suspicious; they also likely knew how to effectively guard themselves against other
additional security checks or how to bypass them.119 On more rare occasions, they chose to
fly from a neighboring country or even make several stopovers in other countries in order
to mask the trail and avoid being stopped by the authorities.
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4.3 Changes and variations
Time-wise, year 2014 witnessed the largest influx of Central Asians to Syria.120 This was
almost certainly a result of the successful IS/Daesh expansion in Syria and Iraq. Combined
with a widespread and efficient propaganda, this has almost certainly given the potential
fighters a further impetus to travel to theater. Another event that has highly likely
facilitated recruitment and pushed some Central Asian volunteers to come to Syria was the
Russian military intervention in the Syrian war on the side of the ruling Assad regime that
started in September 2015.
The new recruits have initially enjoyed rather unhindered travel, which is probably
one of the reasons why so many decided to leave for Syria and not a different part of the
world. There have been fewer checks at the domestic as well as Turkish airports, and most
Central Asians did not need anything except for a valid passport as there was no need for a
Turkish entry visa. Over time, most Central Asian countries have adopted new steps and
measures aimed at preventing people from traveling to Syria, such as increased airport
checks, but it was arguably too late to halt the main flow. Moreover, those measures
predominantly targeted male travelers, who were largely seen as the main group at risk,
while letting women slip through.121 Of interest, the number of foreign women (and
children) traveling to Syria indeed rose markedly in 2015.122
One key factor that particularly facilitated the Central Asian fighters’ recruitment
and travel were the Russian authorities’ policies. While almost certainly engaged in
monitoring the Salafi groups’ activities, they seem to have avoided impeding the
recruitment process and the departures of potential fighters from Russia. Of note, some
sources argue that between 2011 and 2016, Russian security and intelligence services – the
Federal Security Service (FSB) in the first place – have not only failed to stop, but even
actively facilitated the travel of radicalized individuals through the so-called green corridor
from Russia to Turkey and eventually Syria.123 This was highly likely done with the view
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of eliminating a source of problems within Russia’s borders, and the troubled North
Caucasus region in particular.
Moreover, Turkey initially chose to overlook the transit of fighters to and from the
Syrian battlefield through its territory. It even supported the outflow of radicalized Central
Asian militants across the border in the early years of the Syrian war, because they
represented both an anti-Assad and anti-Kurdish force.124 However, Turkey later changed
its policies, making it more difficult for foreign fighters to enter the country as well as to
access Syria, but this happened already when the influx was weakening anyway. Several
large-scale terrorist attacks (perpetrated in Turkey by Central Asians in 2016 and 2017)
and the increasing international pressure made Turkey transition to a policy of detaining
and then unofficially deporting large numbers of Russian-speaking foreign fighters and
suspected radicals. Of note, instead of being formally extradited, many detainees in
deportation jails rather chose to “self-deport” to the country of their choice. This unofficial
procedure is easier and faster for Turkey, which places them on a blacklist but does not
have to notify the host-nation security services or conduct long extradition and other
judicial procedures.125 According to the 2017 official Turkish data collected by the Soufan
Center, Turkey has stopped, deported, denied entry, or watch-listed up to 1,900 foreign
fighters from Kazakhstan. It has also sent back over 300 Tajiks, and watch-listed more than
2,600.126 Those figures are incomplete, and for obvious reasons there are no official data
on how many Central Asian fighters managed to reach Syria via Turkey, but most
estimates work with figures as high as several thousand.
The influx of foreign fighters has further slowed down and almost came to a
standstill following the major territorial losses that IS/Daesh (but also other armed groups)
incurred in Syria and Iraq in 2016 and 2017.127 The consequences of this were twofold – it
made the IS/Daesh propaganda less efficient, while losing land access to the Turkish
border presented a major logistical hurdle.
Of note, foreign fighters can still move to another theater after Syria. They do not
have to return home after leaving Syria – they can go to the Middle East, Europe, Russia,
Afghanistan, or elsewhere instead (not only in the vicinity, but to any region, even a
country which does not currently have any armed conflict). However, since they are rather
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used to fighting as insurgents than to perpetrating terrorist attacks, those who are
determined to continue will possibly prefer going somewhere where they can fight.
As the IS/Daesh has been losing territory and had to move underground, the
“Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant – Khorasan Province” (IS-KP), an IS/Daesh branch
in Afghanistan, gained more prominence. Some Central Asian militants reportedly left
Syria and traveled to Afghanistan. As such, Afghanistan has become one of the hot-spots
almost certainly poised to attract new foreign fighters interested in joining IS/Daesh –
particularly those for whom it has become increasingly difficult to reach Syria or Iraq.128
Nevertheless, Afghanistan is not an ideal theater either – it is highly likely less attractive
for Central Asians than Syria used to be. On the one hand, it is geographically closer to
their countries of origin and there are some ethnic linkages; moreover, fighters almost
certainly have more opportunities to continue fighting there than if they returned to their
home countries. On the other hand, while there has been a relatively large Central Asian
presence in Afghanistan in the 2000s,129 it is now weaker and more fragmented.
Afghanistan also remains dangerous, as the insurgency is more targeted by the U.S.
military and its allies. Last but not least, it is perceived differently and lacks some of the
ideological appeal – unlike Syria, Afghanistan is not a territory where one could fight a
Sunni jihad against the Shia.
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5. Return and the home states’ responses
While it has highly likely become harder for foreign fighters to leave Syria in the past few
years, many Central Asians have actually succeeded in returning to their home countries.
However, just as with their motivations to join the fight in Syria in the first place, the
motivations for disengagement and homecoming are manifold and almost certainly vary
from case to case – from tiredness of violence to disillusionment or simple change of life
priorities.130
To make this point clearer, Barrett categorizes returnees into five distinctive
groups, each with a different level of risk. There are returnees who “left early or after only
a short stay and were never particularly integrated with IS[/Daesh]; those who stayed
longer, but did not agree with everything that IS[/Daesh] was doing; those who had no
qualms about their role or IS[/Daesh] tactics and strategy, but decided to move on; those
who were fully committed to IS[/Daesh] but forced out by circumstances, such as the loss
of territory, or were captured and sent to their home countries; and [finally] those who
were sent abroad by IS[/Daesh] to fight for the caliphate elsewhere.”131 Those categories
can also be extended to include fighters of the other armed groups in Syria.
Importantly, the fighters’ life after their return has depended on the attitude of the
authorities, rather than on the returnee category they belonged to. Most states have initially
used existing counter-terrorism and/or counter-extremism legislation before adopting more
nuanced laws.132 At the same time, they have also toughened existing regulations
concerning religion. As a rule, security was the discoursive justification.133 Still, there are
some subtle differences in the authorities’ responses across the region, ranging from trials
and imprisonment, to intelligence gathering, amnesties and pardons, and even high-profile
public awareness campaigns. This chapter will focus on measures the individual states
have taken, including elements of de-radicalization and counter-radicalization, as well as
how their approach vis-à-vis foreign fighters has evolved over time.
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5.1 Kazakhstan
The Kazakh authorities have conducted multiple security operations throughout the 2010s,
targeting extremists and various so-called “religious radicals,” often culminating in arrests
and detentions on terrorism charges. However, in a large number of cases the officials
declined to publish further details, sometimes withholding even basic information such as
the name of the purported terrorist group.
First, following the May 2011 explosions in Aqtobe and Astana, the Kazakh
government decided to tighten the country’s religious legislation, allegedly in a bid to curb
religious extremism. The new Law on Religious Activity and Religious Associations
prohibited unauthorized religious activities and made official registration of all religious
institutions (including mosques) more difficult, requiring them to file complex paperwork
including permission from local and central authorities in order to obtain registration.
Furthermore, existing religious organizations were required to formally dissolve and
re-register again. The law also banned praying in the workplace, extended state control
over religious education and made construction of new mosques and places of worship
subject to approval of local authorities.134 Despite criticism that it could anger the religious
population and fuel extremism, this restrictive new bill was ultimately signed into law in
October 2011. After the conclusion of the compulsory re-registration process in October
2012, the Kazakh Agency on Religions, a government body in charge of religious
organizations, announced that the number of religious groups declined from 46 to 17.135
Likely as a result of the 2011 events in Aqtobe and Astana, in the following years
the Kazakh authorities carried out security and counter-terrorist operations on the Kazakh
territory and engaged in subsequent high-level trials of alleged extremists. As a result,
several purported terrorists have been killed, while dozens of people have been charged
with and later found guilty of terrorism.
In 2012, the authorities started an information campaign on the dangers of
terrorism, and in December 2012 they launched a new website promoting awareness of the
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terrorist threat, called “Counter-terror.kz.” However, they failed to provide any clear
guidance on how to report suspicious activities.136 In addition, the existing Law on
Combating Terrorism was fundamentally revised in January 2013.
In mid-July 2013, a Kazakh fighter appeared in a video from Syria, calling on
“those who live in tyranny” to “emigrate from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan or any other
country” and to engage in jihad.137 The same month, Kazakh intelligence services
reportedly uncovered local Salafi groups engaged in funding terrorist groups abroad. 138 As
a follow-up, in late 2013, Atyrau local authorities started printing warnings against
radicalization and religious extremism on utility bills.139
A video titled “The Muslim Family of 150 People Who Moved to Sham” appeared
on the Internet in October 2013, allegedly showing a Kazakh family including dozens of
fighters that moved to Syria to wage jihad. The Kazakh government’s initial reaction was a
statement that it was “aware” of the material and examining it.140 It is almost certain the
authorities worked to verify the video’s authenticity, identify the persons in it and their
nationality, whereabouts, as well as potential associated threat. While they did not release
any of such findings, widespread Internet bans targeting IS/Daesh propaganda followed
since October 2013.
Nevertheless, the Kazakh authorities did not limit their reaction to the on-line
space. Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) reported that universities in Almaty
were compiling lists of religious (practicing Muslim) students, possibly in a bid to prevent
young people’s radicalization. A new “State Program to Counter Religious Extremism and
Terrorism for 2013–17” was also approved in October 2013. This further tightened state
control over religious groups and education. In parallel, the Spiritual Board of the Muslims
of Kazakhstan, a state-controlled religious body, launched a program against Salafism,
instead promoting so-called traditional Islam.141 Special workshops and Internet training
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courses for mullahs and imams took place in November. These events, supported by the
authorities, were reportedly aimed at teaching religious leaders how to use social media as
a means of prevention against extremism and terrorist recruitment.142
Importantly, the Criminal Code was amended in April 2014, with a new article
criminalizing participation in military conflicts abroad. Intentional participation in combat
activities abroad was made punishable with jail terms of up to 7 years.143 A wave of
Syria-related convictions followed. For instance, in March, a court in Ekibastuz sentenced
two men to 7 years’ imprisonment for joining illegal armed groups in Syria and
participating in their activities. In May, Almaty court sentenced a man to 7 years in prison
for terrorism, terrorist propaganda, membership in a terrorist group, and incitement of
religious discord (appealing for jihad in Syria).144 Finally, in July, a court in Shymkent
sentenced four Kazakhs to prison terms from 5 to 9 years for terrorism-related charges.
The men reportedly organized and were participating in a terrorist group, financially
supported its activities, promoted extremist views and recruited young Kazakhs to join the
anti-Assad groups fighting in Syria.145 Another four people were sentenced to terms
between 6 and 12 years in Zhezqazghan. The group allegedly propagated extremist views
in the city’s mosques and attempted to recruit fighters to join Islamist insurgent factions in
the Syrian war.146
New counter-terrorism legislation adopted in November 2014 further simplified the
procedures of designating a group as extremist or terrorist, thus allowing the authorities to
end its activity, ban it and confiscate its property. Furthermore, blocking web content
perceived as extremist was made easier. At the same time, it was reported that Kazakhs
traveling abroad would be warned about criminal responsibility for joining terrorist
organizations.147 The National Security Committee (UKK), the main Kazakh intelligence
agency, published a statement on the topic of Kazakh militants among IS/Daesh in Syria
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and Iraq the same month. According to their official estimates, there were reportedly over
300 Kazakh citizens fighting there, around half of which were women.148
On November 22, 2014, the IS/Daesh released a video titled “Race Toward Good”
which featured a group of Kazakh citizens, adults as well as children, undergoing military
and ideological training in Syria. Two days later, the Prosecutor-General’s Office
announced “taking legal steps to prevent access to the video, to deem it illegal, and to
prohibit its distribution in Kazakhstan” due to its extremist content – specifically
promotion and justification of terrorism.149 Kazakh authorities were quick to ban the video
and its parts shortly after it appeared on-line. Following the ban and official warning to
media and people not to distribute it further, the authorities also limited access to the
websites of British newspaper Daily Mail and Kyrgyz news portal Kloop.kg which
published articles about Kazakh children among IS/Daesh and re-posted the original video.
However, the efficiency of such steps remained dubious, as the content could be easily
accessed from other countries’ IP addresses using a proxy server.
Finally, on January 13, 2015, the IS/Daesh released another video titled
“Uncovering The Enemy Within,” which purportedly shows a Kazakh child IS/Daesh
militant executing two men identified as Russia’s FSB spies. The UKK issued a warning
regarding this video, urging media not to spread “false information” about its content, and
also recommended that domestic media “take a responsible approach to reprinting and
linking to commentary and materials from unofficial foreign sources.”150 As a result,
multiple media outlets decided to publish the story with important details left out (such as
the key role of Kazakh citizens in the video), or refrained from reporting it altogether.
Some sites that did report the story with more details were blocked, including RFE/RL
Kazakh Service whose reports on the video were inaccessible in Kazakhstan.151 Later on,
Kazakh authorities said that on-line access to these materials was limited due to earlier
recommendations of the Prosecutor General’s office not to spread the IS/Daesh video or
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parts thereof.152
Overall, since most of the above cases involved extremist propaganda on-line,
Kazakh authorities increasingly focused on the Internet which they considered an
important platform for radicalization. The Prosecutor General’s office stated it had checked
over 100,000 sites throughout 2014 in a bid to counter on-line religious extremism and
terrorism. As a result, courts in Kazakhstan ordered 703 websites allegedly containing
extremist material be blocked in the course of the year (some sites were effectively blocked
even before the court decision).153 In January 2015, a court in Aqtau sentenced a woman to
4 years in jail for propagating Islamic extremism on the Internet. She was allegedly
producing audio materials justifying the jihadists’ activities in Syria and distributing them
through the WhatsApp messenger.154
In February 2015, the East Kazakhstan Region authorities announced they had
stopped four men from traveling to Syria last year and imposed temporary exit restrictions
on 32 religious extremists. The four detained men allegedly changed their mind regarding
travel to Syria and were not charged but remained monitored.155 This messaging,
highlighting the absence of a criminal punishment, was likely intended to discourage other
Kazakhs from attempting to join IS/Daesh or other militant groups abroad. Nevertheless,
the efforts to punish returnees continued simultaneously, for example when a court in
Temirtau sentenced two men to 11 and 8 years in prison for plotting terrorist attacks in
Kazakhstan. The former, a Kazakh citizen, had joined Islamist militants in Syria, and upon
his return to Kazakhstan reportedly tried to recruit other Kazakhs to go fight there.156
Controlling the information space was of high importance for the Kazakh
authorities. Yet, the efforts to block alleged extremist content also resulted in an increased
crackdown on the media, as it impacted the work of journalists and regular news outlets,
particularly the few ones not owned or controlled by the government. The authorities
aimed to stop the news about Kazakh citizens in IS/Daesh from being published or spread.
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And unlike in the previous two cases, when they only blocked particular news articles, in
March 2015 entire sections of news sites were blocked. This was particularly the case of
Radio Azattyq website, which reported on an IS/Daesh video where Kazakh militants
called on their countrymen to join the group in Syria; its latest news section was blocked
shortly thereafter.157
Fifteen Kazakh citizens had reportedly come back from training abroad since the
beginning of 2014, and the UKK stated in March 2015 that “a differentiated approach” was
applied to each case. Three returnees had been sentenced to prison terms, two criminal
investigations were ongoing, two cases were still being clarified, and the remaining eight
had been acquitted due to their non-participation in terrorist activities.158 Nevertheless, this
approach seemed to represent an exception rather than any coherent new policy. In April
2015, a juvenile court in Atyrau gave two male teenagers that posted extremist content
promoting IS/Daesh activities on-line and planned to join the militants a 5 year prison
sentence for promoting terrorism and trying to join the militancy.159 Another court in Oral
sentenced three locals attempting to join IS/Daesh in Syria and Iraq to 3.5 years
imprisonment for trying to cross the Kazakhstan-Russia border illegally and planning to
participate in militant operations abroad.160 As part of a campaign against radicalization,
authorities in Oral also participated in preparing a theatrical play titled “Zhannat” (Heaven)
that aimed to dissuade young people from adhering to so-called “nontraditional Islam.”161
Meanwhile, the Internet blocking campaign continued in September 2015, when a
court in Astana suspended access to Vimeo video-sharing service on the territory of
Kazakhstan, allegedly due to a large number of videos propagating terrorism and religious
extremism therein.162
While having been previously concerned due to IS/Daesh radicalization and
recruitment activities, Kazakhstan formally added the organization, along with Jabhat
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al-Nusra, to its list of terrorist organizations only as late as October 2015. 163 This decision
came at a time when Kazakh militants were becoming increasingly visible on the Internet
and social media and it was more difficult for the Kazakh authorities to block access to
IS/Daesh materials linked to Kazakhstan.164 The delay in officially designating IS/Daesh a
terrorist group possibly indicated a change in attitude in Kazakhstan, and a shift in
perception of IS/Daesh from an inflated to a more actual threat.
Throughout 2016, then, Kazakhstan’s law enforcement continued to prosecute
people linked to IS/Daesh – recruiters, people who attempted to leave for Syria, as well as
returnees. In May, a Qaraghandy court jailed two men on terrorism charges. Both were
found guilty of propagating terrorism, inciting religious discord, and recruiting militants
for the IS/Daesh in Syria, for which they reportedly used the Internet. One, an ethnic
Russian convert to Islam, got an 8-year sentence, while the other was sentenced to 5 years
and 3 months.165 One month later, a court in Aqtobe convicted twelve local men for
attempting to join the IS/Daesh in Syria. The alleged organizer was found guilty of
organizing a terrorist group as well as of other terrorism- and extremism-related charges
and sentenced to 8 years in prison. Most of the others received 6-year terms.166 In
Petropavl in July, another Kazakh was sentenced to 7 years’ imprisonment for joining the
IS/Daesh in Syria and participating in terrorist activities.167 Finally, in August, three men
were jailed for between 6.5 and 8 years for inciting social and religious hatred on-line by
an Aqtobe court; they reportedly used the WhatsApp messenger application for
smartphones to spread extremist ideas.168
Kazakhstan further stepped up its efforts to combat on-line extremism in August
2016, when the Information and Communications Ministry launched a new complaints
section for its citizens to report dangerous Internet content. The site allows users to inform
the authorities about on-line resources that spread information violating the law. The
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ministry has promised to check the links and stop the dissemination of illegal content if
necessary. The list of available categories includes “propaganda or agitation of the cult of
cruelty and violence, social, racial, national, religious, class and gender superiority,”
“propaganda of extremism or terrorism,” and “publication of materials and dissemination
of information aimed at inciting inter-ethnic and inter-religious/sectarian strife.”169
In an effort to further tighten its grip over religious life, the government created a
new Ministry for Religious and Civil Society Affairs in November 2016, supposedly with
the goal to tackle religious extremism and terrorism while strengthening secularity and
religious freedom.170 Besides supervising religious affairs, this new ministry was also
made responsible for youth affairs.171 The same month, a Kazakh teenager was sentenced
in Aqtobe to five years imprisonment for encouraging terrorism on-line; he allegedly
posted audio recordings calling for jihad on the VKontakte social network.172
Furthermore, since early 2017, mobile communication providers started registering
all mobile phones and their International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) numbers into
a government database run by the Ministry of Information and Communications. This
requirement was a result of new legislation, adopted in December 2016, to fight terrorism
and extremism.173 While such an explanation is possible, the step was likely also aimed
more broadly at imposing tighter control over the Kazakh society in general.
Moreover, a new theologians’ service was introduced in Kazakh prisons in June
2017, in a move to prevent radicalization and spread of radical Islamist, extremist and
terrorist ideas among inmates.174
Finally, a bill allowing the Kazakh authorities to deprive convicted terrorists of
their citizenship was signed into law on July 11, 2017. It stipulates that citizens of
Kazakhstan can be stripped of their citizenship for instance if convicted of terrorism,
organizing or joining terrorist groups, but also for plotting to kill President Nursultan
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Nazarbayev and for other offenses.175 While the authorities explained the controversial
new law with the need to fight terrorism, some of the new provisions are very vague and
can be effectively used also to target political opposition.

5.2 Kyrgyzstan
In a similar manner, Kyrgyzstan adopted a tough approach against risks associated with
foreign fighters. As early as May 2011, Kyrgyz authorities detained a Turkish citizen
named Ali Osman Zor, suspected of being a member of an Islamist terrorist organization
with links to al-Qaeda.176 While he worked as a journalist and applied for political asylum
in Kyrgyzstan due to perceived persecution by the Turkish authorities, Turkey for its part
claimed he was a terrorist who wanted to topple the Turkish government. What makes this
case important is that it was the first time since the beginning of fighting in Syria that an
arrest of someone accused of trying to establish an Islamic caliphate in the Middle East
took place in Central Asia.177
Religious schooling soon became an area of concern for Bishkek. Following reports
about Kyrgyz children as young as ten years old being sent by their families to lengthy (up
to 10–12 years) religious studies in madrasahs (religious schools) in Bangladesh, the State
Committee for National Security (UKMK) reportedly started an investigation into the
program in June 2012. The UKMK said such actions were illegal as they violated Kyrgyz
child protection laws and religious freedom laws, since children could go study religion
abroad only after they had finished complete secondary education in Kyrgyzstan. The
UKMK accused the Tablighi Jamaat,178 the Muftiyat,179 and several people connected to
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the Bishkek Central Mosque of sending the children to Bangladesh.180 Even though the
Muftiyat denied these allegations as well as any links to the Bangladesh program, the
reaction of Kyrgyz authorities was indicative of the state’s increased awareness and fear of
links between religious education abroad and possible security problems such as
radicalization, leading to extremism and terrorist activities. At this time Kyrgyzstan also
considered

imposing

stricter

religious

regulations,

such

as

suspending

some

“non-traditional” Muslim groups’ activities, due to rising fears of extremism.181
As of spring 2013, reports concerning recruitment for the Syrian war started
appearing in Kyrgyz media, stirring a public debate about Kyrgyz fighting abroad. During
a parliamentary session in April 2013, Kyrgyz opposition deputy Dastanbek Jumabekov
from the Ata-Jurt (Fatherland) party called for an investigation into recruitment of Kyrgyz
teenagers for the war. He quoted Osh Region residents as saying that after having been
recruited in local mosques, some 15 teenage males had been sent to Syria via Turkey.182 A
list of families that believed their children had traveled to Syria was then presented in the
Kyrgyz parliament, whereupon officials from the State Commission on Religious
Affairs183 visited southern Kyrgyzstan to look into these incidents. The Kyrgyz Muftiyat
denied allegations concerning involvement of mosques in recruitment.184 However, given
the parallel existence of both official and unofficial Islamic organizations and structures in
southern Kyrgyzstan, it is possible that certain local mosques indeed played a role in the
teenagers’ radicalization and recruitment.185
Based on information from the affected parents who had contacted the Kyrgyz
authorities, Kyrgyz security services compiled a list of around a dozen Kyrgyz citizens in
Turkey suspected of attempting to cross the border to Syria. The Kyrgyz Foreign Ministry
and its representation in Turkey (embassy in Ankara, consulate general in Istanbul)
reportedly tried to localize these individuals, and both Kyrgyz and Turkish officials
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worked on the matter. However, according to the Turkish authorities, five out of eleven
Kyrgyz had already managed to cross the Turkish-Syrian border.186
In May 2013, Bishkek officially confirmed there were Kyrgyz citizens fighting
along the anti-Assad opposition and rebel groups in the Syrian war. Kyrgyz officials said
that security officers had brought two men fighting on the side of Islamist rebels from
Syria back to Kyrgyzstan. The UKMK also asked the Muftiyat leadership to focus on
youth radicalization prevention and countering the propaganda of radical Islam.187
Initial reports regarding Kyrgyz fighters returning from Syria started to appear in
the second half of 2013. Three men had been arrested on terrorism charges in late August
or early September in the Osh Region. The UKMK described them as two Kyrgyz and one
Kazakh citizens who fought together with the anti-Assad opposition and rebel forces, then
departed from Syria and returned to Osh. The UKMK officials alleged that the three men
were tasked by a group called the “Union of Islamic Jihad”188 to conduct a series of
terrorist attacks in Kyrgyzstan, but did not support the claim any further.189 Another
suspected disengaged fighter190 was arrested in mid-December 2013, following his return
from Syria to Kyrgyzstan. The UKMK claimed that he was a member of a terrorist
organization and fought along the Islamist fighters in Syria since May until October
2013.191
In a similar fashion, during the first two months of 2014, Kyrgyz law enforcement
and security services arrested at least ten more alleged extremist or jihadist group members
and recruiters for the Syrian war in the southern Jalal-Abad and Osh Regions. One Kyrgyz
man had allegedly joined the IJU, underwent military training in Afghanistan and prepared
terrorist acts in Kyrgyzstan. Two were Kazakh citizens that had completed military
training in Syria and then illegally arrived to Kyrgyzstan with forged documents,
reportedly in order to organize the recruitment of new fighters.192 Six more men were
described by the UKMK as militants trained at terrorist training camps in Syria who had
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planned terrorist attacks in Osh and Bishkek; police opened a criminal case against the
group. A local man from Osh, allegedly an IMU member trained in a terrorist camp in
Pakistan who had previously also lived in Turkey, was arrested at Osh international airport
upon his arrival from Russia. The charges against him included planning the recruitment of
fighters for the Syrian war and terrorist activity in Kyrgyzstan.193
Concerned with such negative trends, in spring 2014 the UKMK came up with the
idea to amend the Criminal Code in order to better reflect these tendencies (with a view to
toughen the punishments for participating in armed conflicts abroad). The head of UKMK
turned to the parliament deputies and asked for the draft law to be debated in an expedited
procedure.194
Overall, the predominant reaction to the problems of radicalization and recruitment
in Kyrgyzstan has been increased activity of the Kyrgyz secret services and law
enforcement against alleged sources of radicalization and recruiters, combined with
attempts to detain potentially radicalized people before they travel to theater. Stricter
passenger control was introduced at both Bishkek and Osh international airports, in
particular on flights to and from Istanbul. The UKMK also said it worked on bringing
Kyrgyz citizens previously engaged in Syria back to Kyrgyzstan, as was the case with
three Kyrgyz citizens who had been returned in cooperation with the Turkish secret
services.195 Several other fighters, including women, have been brought back or have
returned independently.
Nonetheless, there was an increase in the number of religious extremism-related
crimes, from 133 in the first half of 2013 to 181 in the same period of 2014, according to
the Interior Ministry. The main focuses of activity were the Jalal-Abad and Osh Regions,
along with the capital Bishkek. The ministry said that 145 suspects were arrested between
January and June 2014, and the number of women involved in extremist activities was also
on the rise.196 Some 25 Kyrgyz citizens that had returned from Syria were in custody as of
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spring 2014.197
In late November 2014, a local news portal Kloop.kg published a report concerning
Central Asian fighters in Syria, which included parts of an IS/Daesh video featuring
Kazakh children in Syria. Kazakhstan expressed its discontent with the video being reposted and pushed the Kyrgyz authorities to block the content. Kyrgyz authorities first
asked the portal to remove the material, explaining the request with the necessity to fight
extremist content on-line. When the portal rejected such demands as groundless and
declined to delete anything, the Kyrgyz State Communications Agency shut down the
website.198 Yet, foreign hosting remained intact, allowing access from abroad, and the
original video continued circulating on a host of other available platforms.
The debate on the number of Kyrgyz citizens in Syria reignited in December 2014,
with different politicians using figures ranging between 200 and 500 people. While one
lawmaker stated there were over 500 Kyrgyz, according to Deputy Prime Minister
Abdyrakhman Mamataliev there were 225 Kyrgyz nationals fighting in Syria. Furthermore,
Mamataliev warned about ongoing misuse of the Internet by IS/Daesh, highlighted efforts
to combat extremism and terrorism, and stressed that Kyrgyzstan was doing its best to
ensure no one travels there to fight, adding that the government was “aware of every
person who had gone to Syria.”199 Such rising estimates possibly indicate increasing fears
among Kyrgyz officials about the ensuing domestic security threat from radicalization and
the (potentially returning) foreign fighters. In January 2015, Kyrgyz authorities appeared to
be conducting a crackdown on suspected recruits and extremist groups allegedly plotting
terrorist attacks in the country.
Taking a step further, the Kyrgyz Interior Ministry announced in February 2015
that all returnees from Syria, including those who used to fight for IS/Daesh, would be
prosecuted as mercenaries. Those who ended up in Syria unknowingly were advised to turn
themselves in voluntarily.200 The Kyrgyz Criminal Code already contained Article 375 on
mercenary activities. Participating in an armed conflict or combat activities abroad was
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considered a mercenary activity, and as such was penalized with up to a 7 year
imprisonment. Similarly, recruitment, training or financing mercenaries was punishable
with up to 8 years’ sentence.201
In March 2015, Kyrgyz government added IS/Daesh to its list of terrorist
organizations and groups whose activities have been banned in Kyrgyzstan. The UKMK
stated that the designation was issued following a February 2015 court order that
recognized IS/Daesh as a terrorist and extremist group. Additionally, a court in Osh
received a request from the district prosecutor to ban several other organizations whose
members were Central Asian militants. On top of IS/Daesh, the Osh list included Jabhat
al-Nusra as well as two mainly ethnic Uzbek groups – Katibat al-Imam al-Bukhari and
Jannat Oshiklari (another name for Katibat al-Tawhid wal Jihad).202 Inclusion of the latter
three groups, known for their personal links to ethnic Uzbek militants, seemed to follow up
the previous claim by the UKMK that the majority of Kyrgyz citizens involved in the
Syrian war were in fact coming from the local Uzbek minority.203
Multiple articles of the Criminal Code, including those on terrorism, extremism,
participating in armed conflicts abroad, and on mercenaries, were further tightened in June
2015. New Article 226-4 stipulating that Kyrgyz citizens participating in armed conflicts
abroad or undergoing terrorist and extremist training were liable to a punishment of 5 to 8,
or in specific cases 8–12 years in prison has been introduced. In addition, Article 375 on
mercenaries more than doubled the existing punishment, increasing it from 3–7 years up to
8–15 years of’ imprisonment, and in specific instances even up to 15–20 years or a life
sentence.204
While introducing tougher punishments, the Kyrgyz state did not manage to
develop a sound de-radicalization or counter-radicalization strategy that would parallel the
punitive approach, target the root causes of radicalization and prevent people from joining
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militants in Syria in the first place. Nevertheless, some isolated counter-propaganda
initiatives were present on the local level, such as the initiative of a police officer from
Nookat in Osh Region who created an anti-IS/Daesh video and started screening it to
teenage students in local schools during religious education classes in order to fight
terrorist recruitment.205 Yet, the impact of such small-scale grassroots activities, arguably
also quite controversial due to the chosen form, proved limited both in scope and
efficiency.
In elaboration of earlier amendments, new legislation ordering to keep convicted
terrorists and religious extremists separately from other prison inmates came into force in
April 2016. The main aim of this provision was to prevent Islamist extremist recruitment in
prisons, an environment notorious in Central Asia and many other countries for its role in
fostering radicalization.206
In August 2016, the UKMK stated there were up to 600 Kyrgyz nationals among
militants in Syria and Iraq, including 100 women. It also claimed over 70 had been killed,
and 20 had returned to Kyrgyzstan.207 The same month, newly passed legislation
(amendments to the Criminal and Administrative Codes) stipulated that those convicted of
terrorism and extremism may be stripped of their Kyrgyz citizenship.208 This step, likely
inspired by existing legislation in neighboring Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, further
toughened punishments for terrorism, thus creating an additional deterrent for Kyrgyz
fighters aiming to return home.
Nonetheless, the Kyrgyz authorities have also supported several de-radicalization
and counter-radicalization programs and efforts supplementing the overall hard approach.
In addition to participating in prevention efforts of local NGOs, the Kyrgyz police
maintained a phone helpline called “Desyatka na Svyazi,” and the security services ran a
project called “Safe Mahalla” in communities affected by radicalization.209
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5.3 Turkmenistan
Turkmenistan entered the 2010s as arguably the most oppressive among the five Central
Asian regimes, and sustained government pressure on practicing religion as well as on
suspected Islamists continued largely without change from the previous years. While the
rising numbers of Turkmen fighters in Syria were likely considered an important security
issue for the state, its steps and public reactions did not seem to have particularly reflected
this.
In the religious domain, state-sanctioned harassment, threats, pressure on observant
Muslims, and other methods were aimed at preserving the traditionally moderate Turkmen
form of Sunni Islam, which is influenced by Sufism and relatively mild (and controlled by
the state), and restricting the so-called import of Islam’s stricter or more radical forms.
There have been many limitations put in place – from importing religious books and
materials to praying, which was allowed only at home and in registered, state-controlled
mosques. The authorities’ attempts to stop young people from pursuing Islamic studies
abroad and to bring those already studying abroad back to Turkmenistan have continued.
The hajj quota for Turkmen citizens also remained rather small and insufficient for the
country’s size – only around 200 people annually. While an official ban has targeted
extremist groups advocating violence, many Muslim religious groups existing outside the
official structure or adhering to stricter doctrines, interpretations and rules have also been
considered extremist.210
The overall nature of the Turkmen government and its isolationist and prohibitive
approach has likely helped Turkmenistan suppress visible problems with religious
militants. However, it also possibly increased resentment and radical tendencies among the
general population, creating additional radicalization risks for the mid- to long-term. The
government-imposed restrictions also led some Turkmens to use the Internet and social
media, such as VKontakte, as a source of information about Islam as well as a discussion
board about their religion.211
There has been evidence of Turkmens (citizens of Turkmenistan) joining militant
groups in Pakistan’s tribal areas and in Syria. Yet, Ashgabat was and remains rather
reluctant to give any official statements or inform about the fates of Turkmen militants
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abroad. For instance, when a YouTube video showed four Turkmen fighters that were
captured in Syria in June 2013, Turkmen state media simply did not report it and officials
did not provide any comment.
However, in early 2014, another and arguably more urgent threat for Turkmenistan
appeared – deterioration of the security situation on the Turkmen-Afghan border.212 These
incidents included attacks on Turkmen border guards and soldiers, clashes and
skirmishes.213 This wave of instability was likely connected to the planned withdrawal of
U.S. and allied forces from Afghanistan by the end of 2014. Unsurprisingly, Turkmen
media did not report on the Afghan border problems either. Yet, Turkmenistan reportedly
significantly increased its defense spending since the 2014 incidents, amassed reserves,
deployed around 80 % of its forces along the Afghan border, and constructed barriers and
ditches along the borderline.214
In this situation, the Turkmen authorities most likely focused more on the urgent
threat along the border than on its citizens fighting in Syria. Yet, open sources reported that
a two-day training seminar for Turkmen officials by the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) focusing at border controls and improving airport security
(new technologies, biometric documents and identification) took place in Turkmenistan in
December 2014.215 The seminar reportedly aimed at dealing with current security threats
and challenges; however, while a broader connection to the militant/foreign fighter threat
is plausible, it most likely did not fulfill its objectives as the Turkmen government bodies
are traditionally reluctant and hence unlikely to implement all (if any) of the lessons
learned.
Since 2015, the security situation on the southern side of the Turkmen-Afghan
border continued to deteriorate, with different armed factions (likely the Taliban, IMU, to a
lesser extent IS/Daesh, and others) controlling areas in northern Afghanistan along the
borders with the Central Asian states. Moreover, a part of the militants in northern
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Afghanistan appeared to be Central Asian IMU fighters recently evicted from North
Waziristan by the Pakistani security operations conducted in summer 2014.216 As such,
despite officially denying any security problems, Ashgabat appeared to focus more efforts
on the threat on its doorstep than on the Turkmen militants fighting in Syria. Further
supporting this notion was President Gurbanguly Berdymukhammedov’s reshuffling of the
top security officials in October 2015, at a time of intensified fighting close to the Afghan
border.217
Of importance, the Turkmen Criminal Code has been extensively amended on
November 21, 2015, further toughening existing punishments for some terrorism- and
extremism-related crimes. Among the most important changes, a number of new crimes
were codified. In particular, participation in armed conflicts abroad became punishable by
3–8 years imprisonment, even in the absence of mercenarism. Other key changes included
introducing new provisions covering, inter alia, terrorist propaganda, calls for terrorist
activity, recruitment, or terrorist and extremist training.218
Similarly to earlier developments in Uzbekistan, the police in Ashgabat engaged in
collecting detailed information on Turkmen citizens living, studying and working abroad.
Starting from March 2017, family members were reportedly asked to submit copies of
documents and photos of their relatives staying abroad, to disclose their whereabouts and
reason for the stay. Those returning from abroad were also subject to lengthy questioning
at the airport, including questions about extremism and fighting abroad.219 These new
measures or procedures were likely the Turkmen authorities’ attempts to gather
information about people they considered a security risk, plausibly including those fighting
in Syria.
Overall, the perceived geographical distance of Turkmenistan from Syria paired
with the country’s isolation and tight control over the society has allowed the government
to deny any security problems stemming from the Turkmen fighters’ presence in Syria. As
such, there have been few specific responses to this issue, such as de-radicalization or
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counter-radicalization measures, that could be viewed and correctly attributed from the
outside.
In a rare move of international cooperation, Radio Azatlyk informed that a foreign
government (reportedly likely Turkey) had detained four Turkmen suspected of links to
IS/Daesh and had sent them to Turkmenistan in May 2017, also informing the Turkmen
authorities about a possible terrorist attack being planned in the country.220 The Turkmen
government allegedly strengthened security measures – for example, it tightened control
over young people gathering in groups (of more than 4–5 individuals at a time) and over
young men’s travel (particularly to the Middle East).221 Several young people were kicked
off the planes heading from Ashgabat to Istanbul and Dubai in late May, and there were
reports of increased difficulties for Turkmen citizens to obtain biometric passports and visa
for travel abroad.222
Most importantly, four IS/Daesh militants were reportedly captured in southern
Turkmenistan in June 2017, after having crossed the border from Afghanistan. The
militants were allegedly all ethnic Turkmen and citizens of Turkmenistan, who had earlier
traveled to Turkey and then crossed the border to Syria and Iraq in order to fight alongside
IS/Daesh. According to an anonymous source from the Turkmen military, another up to 50
militants had crossed the Turkmen-Afghan border in the course of a few months. As a
response, the Turkmen military reportedly monitored the Afghan border with helicopters
and kept watch over wells in the desert area.223
Additional strict security measures, targeting both the domestic population and
foreign workers in Turkmenistan, were imposed before the September 2017 Asian Indoor
and Martial Arts Games (AIMAG), which took place in Ashgabat.224 However, any links
to IS/Daesh or returning foreign fighter activity remain unknown and are rather unlikely.
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5.4 Uzbekistan
While Uzbekistan has a history of fighting insurgencies since the late 1990s, its reaction to
the Syrian war was somewhat delayed compared to its neighbors. The first vocal official
reaction to the presence of Uzbek fighters in Syria came no earlier than January 2014,
when President Islam Karimov warned his fellow citizens not to leave for Syria, as they
would be imprisoned for between 5 and 7 years upon return to Uzbekistan. This message
came amid announcements of new Criminal Code amendments targeting potential Islamist
militancy.225
According to the new law, withholding information about potential terrorist
activities or failing to inform the authorities about planned or past terrorist acts became
punishable with up to 7 years imprisonment. The same maximum punishment was set for
undergoing terrorist training, including handling weapons and explosives. The law also
stipulated that in the absence of other criminal acts, a person could be exempt from
criminal responsibility for undergoing terrorist training, but only if he or she voluntarily
informs the authorities about having undergone the training and actively cooperates with
the authorities to uncover important information about it.226
Despite the messaging targeting predominantly Uzbek militants in Syria, from
Tashkent’s point of view, the problem were not only the fighters who had gone to the
Middle East recently, but also the IMU fighters in neighboring Afghanistan which already
had years of combat experience and since 2013 have become increasingly active in
northern Afghanistan. The new laws thus highly likely aimed at countering both militant
threats – the “new” one from IS/Daesh and other militants and foreign fighters in Syria as
well as the “old” one from the IMU in Afghanistan.
An incident with the black IS/Daesh flag (complete with a spelling mistake in the
word “Allah” that is part of the Arabic inscription) hanging from a Tashkent bridge put
Uzbek authorities on alert in August 2014, few days before the annual Independence Day
celebrations. The flag’s presence was reported in the morning and removed immediately; a
police investigation followed.227
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In December 2014, President Karimov stated that due to the proximity of
Afghanistan and the two countries’ shared border, he was seriously concerned with armed
extremism and religious radicalism spreading to Uzbekistan and beyond to Central Asia.
Importantly, Karimov also said that IS/Daesh “penetrated into Afghanistan from Iraq and
Syria” and that preventative measures were required.228 While there were certain ties
between Uzbek fighters in Syria and militants in Afghanistan (such as the Taliban or the
IMU), Karimov’s description of IS/Daesh as a threat that moved from Syria to Afghanistan
remained questionable and unsubstantiated by evidence. Islamist fighters, including Uzbek,
have been present in Afghanistan for decades and long before the emergence of IS/Daesh
as an independent group. Furthermore, by 2014, the flow still went the other way round –
from Central Asia (or Afghanistan) to Syria, and not yet from Syria to Afghanistan.
Next, Uzbekistan’s National Security Service (MXX) started inviting migrant
workers returning from Russia in order to pick up new biometric passports for interviews.
Such conversations with the MXX personnel included questions about mosques in Russia
where the Uzbek migrants prayed and whom they used to go there with. The National
Security Service also reportedly checked whether the migrant workers’ phones contained
recordings advocating jihadism.229 Media reports indicate it was likely that the MXX
received or collected information about Uzbek migrants’ religious habits in Russia,
possibly in order to monitor the risks of their radicalization abroad or recruitment for
militancy.
In spring and summer 2015, several campaigns against so-called Islamic clothing
took place across Uzbekistan, particularly in the Ferghana Valley. In April, MXX
personnel in civilian attire focused on women in Kokand and Margilan city bazaars that
were wearing head scarves, and requested they remove them.230 Subsequently, signs with
new rules – that is dress code for women visiting the bazaars – emerged, effectively
banning Arab, Iranian, Turkish and Pakistani clothing, hijabs in particular.231 In June,
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Tashkent police reportedly detained women who wore hijabs at one of the local bazaars.232
While there is no further information on the actual types of head scarves that had been
“targeted” by the Uzbek authorities, it is likely that scarves worn in the so-called
traditional Uzbek style, revealing the neck and with a knot tied behind the head (not under
the chin), were tolerated.233 Nevertheless, these clothing campaigns indicated the Uzbek
government’s confidence concerning a link between Islamic clothing and radicalization.
Determined to limit perceived negative foreign influences potentially leading to extremism
and terrorism, the authorities thus started with “dangerous” female attire.
New amendments to the Citizenship Law followed in August 2015. They stipulated
that those found guilty of harming interests of the society and state, working for a foreign
government, or committing crimes against peace and security could, in addition to the
respective punishment, also lose their Uzbek citizenship.234 This included those guilty of
mercenary activities or terrorism, such as Uzbek citizens who returned from fighting
abroad, but also a broad range of other cases as the amendments covered a rather wide
array of crimes.
One of the largest actions of the Uzbek authorities against suspected terrorist
sympathizers was a series of arrests conducted in the fall of 2015. Over 160 people initially
described as Salafis were detained in Tashkent and its vicinity between the end of October
and mid-November. The authorities reportedly investigated them for connections to Syrian
militants and suspected them of involvement with IS/Daesh. However, RFE/RL reported
that despite the official statements, the arrests might have had targeted not IS/Daesh
members but a different group – the banned Hizb ut-Tahrir.235 Given the long history of
Uzbek security operations targeting alleged militants, but which have in fact been aimed at
other undesirable groups or individuals, it is likely that only a part of those arrested (if any)
had genuine links to IS/Daesh or Uzbek fighters in Syria. In the past, Tashkent often linked
perceived threats, including Hizb ut-Tahrir, to the IMU; this time, the Uzbek authorities’
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narrative shifted towards the use of IS/Daesh instead.236
In line with this, Uzbek authorities – through the Uzbek embassy in Ukraine –
publicly indicated in early 2016 that they were determined to prosecute fighting abroad
according to the Criminal Code’s existing Article 154 on mercenarism.237 While
technically narrow, as this provision covers solely mercenary activity, the authorities’
newly announced extensive interpretation effectively allows to punish foreign fighters with
5–10 years of imprisonment.238
Furthermore, the Uzbek authorities and law enforcement have been notorious for
abuse of powers and injustice, with no due legal process, convictions based on insufficient
evidence, coerced confessions, fake witness accounts or bogus charges. The case of an
ethnic Armenian Christian entrepreneur Aramais Avakian, who was arrested for alleged
anti-constitutional activities, Islamic extremism and supporting the IS/Daesh in 2015
following a feud over his profitable fish ponds business with a district governor, is
illustrative of the Uzbek authorities misusing their powers using the terrorism narrative.239
Avakian and four other men were sentenced in February 2016 to between 5.5 and 12 years
for religious extremism, separatism, and sabotage.240
At the same time, Uzbek law enforcement and courts continued to prosecute cases
of alleged extremists who intended to leave for Syria. For example, at least 18 people were
convicted for planning to join IS/Daesh militants in Syria and Iraq just over the summer of
2016. In July, six Samarkand residents were sentenced to lengthy prison terms, and seven
residents of the Namangan Region were sentenced to between 5 and 9 years on the same
charges. In August, a Samarkand court sentenced five more local residents (four men and a
woman) to between 10 and 13 years in jail.241
In addition to that, in November 2016, RFE/RL reported on the Uzbek authorities’
practice of creating district lists of people who had been absent from the country for a
longer time, such as those living abroad, and blacklisting them as suspected religious
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extremists. The blacklisted individuals reportedly faced the possibility of being arrested on
security grounds immediately after their return to Uzbekistan.242 While difficult to confirm
from official sources, the district lists obtained by reporters included authentic contact
details to family members, and the practice seems to be in line with the Uzbek law
enforcement’s other policies and security measures.
In a surprisingly open manner, new Uzbek President Shavkat Mirziyoyev
announced in September 2017 that as many as 16,000 people had reportedly been removed
from a potential religious extremists blacklist that included over 17,000 individuals. From
those rehabilitated, some 9,500 people have reportedly been given jobs. In addition,
Mirziyoyev asked the clerics to stay in contact with them on a daily basis to make sure
they would not “return to the evil path.”243 However, it remains unclear whether the
cleared list and names included therein were identical with the district police blacklists.
To conclude, there have been several cases of high-profile terrorist attacks
conducted by Uzbek nationals, some of them affiliated with IS/Daesh, throughout 2017,
such as the attacks in Istanbul, Stockholm and New York. In April 2017, Uzbekistan
claimed it had passed information on the Stockholm attacker and warned the West
beforehand,244 information impossible to confirm or deny. In all the cases, Tashkent
insisted that the perpetrators had only become radicalized or recruited abroad, after leaving
Uzbekistan. Uzbek officials also defended their policies and credited them with eradicating
radicalism domestically.245 While this kind of response was natural and unsurprising, it is
noteworthy that Tashkent indeed did not seem to step up domestic security measures or
increase crackdowns as a follow-up of these high-profile attacks.

5.5 Tajikistan
Tajik officials first confirmed that Tajik citizens were fighting alongside opposition forces
in Syria in October 2013 and stated this posed a potential security threat if the fighters
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decided to return to Tajikistan.246 In December, the Supreme Court sentenced five Tajik
returnees to serve two-year sentences for fighting in Syria. According to the Tajik secret
services, these five fighters were originally studying at the Syrian International University,
but then decided to join Syrian anti-government opposition forces. They reportedly
returned to Tajikistan in October 2013, were detained and charged with participation in a
criminal or other armed group, since, unlike in most other Central Asian countries, there
was no law on mercenaries or other applicable legislation in place yet.247
Consequently, Tajikistan passed a new law criminalizing participation in armed
conflicts abroad in May 2014. The Criminal Code’s new amendments set the punishment
as up to but not exceeding the punishment for similar crimes according to legislation in the
country where the armed conflict and fighting took place. If captured, both recruiters and
Tajik militants fighting abroad faced a prison term of 12 to 20 years.248 For their part, Tajik
officials stated that the new law aimed at minimizing the flow of Tajiks leaving to fight in
Syria.249
Later on, the Tajik authorities tried to devise more of a “carrot and stick” approach.
In July 2014 the Sughd regional prosecutor offered to grant amnesty to all Tajiks fighting
among the rebels in Syria on the condition that they return to Tajikistan. He further
clarified that this amnesty offer applied exclusively to those Tajiks who did not commit
serious crimes and were not members of extremist organizations. The deal was further
supported by the government’s public offer to assist the fighters to return to peaceful daily
life.250 This new “softer” approach was highly likely aimed at maintaining oversight and
control over the returnees.
However, the success of this policy has remained questionable, because it did not
appear to stem or reverse the flow of Tajiks leaving for Syria. In September 2014,
Tajikistan’s President Emomali Rahmon said that approximately 200 Tajiks had joined
Islamists in Syria and Iraq, with 30 fighters killed there and several arrested following their
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return home.251 Rahmon framed this as a security threat and called countering religious
extremism his ruling party’s priority. In November, a top Tajik security services official –
deputy chairman of the State Committee for National Security (KDAM) – claimed the
number of Tajik militants fighting in Syria (excluding Iraq, but including IS/Daesh) was
around 300.252
In a first event of its kind in Tajikistan and possibly in Central Asia as a whole, a
former Tajik militant publicly expressed remorse for having joined the IS/Daesh in Syria.
Farruh Sharifov talked to a large crowd of Tajik VIPs in Dushanbe on May 7, 2015. Using
a mix of Tajik and Russian languages, he described the horrors and cruelty he had
allegedly witnessed in Raqqa, Syria.253 This public display of repentance was moderated by
the Tajik Interior Minister Rahimzoda and widely covered by the national media. The
show was undoubtedly coordinated with the Tajik authorities, likely as part of their efforts
to stem the flow of Tajik militants to Syria and wider de-radicalization and
counter-radicalization initiatives.
Following Sharifov’s speech, the Internal Ministry reiterated and clarified the
amnesty conditions for disengaged militants, saying that those who “have realized their
mistake, regret their action[s], and voluntarily leave the conflict zone […] will be allowed
to return home,” and set up a so-called “Trust Line” hot line.254 The Tajik authorities also
continued using Sharifov and his story in their prevention, counter-propaganda,
de-radicalization and counter-radicalization efforts, as he addressed multiple audiences
with his speeches or accompanied officials and religious leaders in anti-extremism
campaign meetings across Tajikistan. Another returnee spoke with Tajik state TV about his
disillusionment with IS/Daesh and its actions, and described how he had escaped and
returned to Tajikistan.255 Such first-hand accounts were highly likely intended to persuade
Tajik militants abroad that Dushanbe’s forgiving and conciliatory approach was genuine,
to show that the amnesty offer was a real option they could use to avoid criminal
investigation and thus motivate them to disengage and return.
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The Tajik Supreme Court officially declared IS/Daesh a terrorist organization and
prohibited its activities in the country in May 2015.256 This essentially enabled the Tajik
authorities to prosecute those accused of IS/Daesh membership according to the country’s
laws on terrorism and terrorist activities.257 As a follow-up, the official Tajik state news
agency Khovar launched what it called “information war” efforts against the IS/Daesh in
July 2015. According to its director, the news agency tried to counter radical IS/Daesh
propaganda through publishing and highlighting reports about its crimes, thus raising the
Tajik public awareness.258
Among other measures, the constitutional law on citizenship was amended in
August 2015. This step has been publicly presented and interpreted as allowing the
authorities to deprive individuals participating in terrorist activity and/or fighting abroad of
Tajik citizenship,259 in spite of the fact that the law itself did not elaborate on this in any
shape or form.260 Furthermore, in November 2015, new amendments to the Law on
Combating Terrorism brought even more government control and legalized blocking the
telephone system and restricting Internet access during counter-terrorism operations.261
Stricter rules for phone SIM cards were introduced in early December; this move was also
presented as a bid to improve security and prevent crime.262 Anti-IS/Daesh reports in the
local media together with the blocking of extremist websites and Internet limitations
represented the key efforts to counter the IS/Daesh narratives, which according to officials
had been spread mostly via the Internet and social media.
However, the Tajik government has regularly conflated the generally increasing
Islamization of the society with political radicalization, and using the label of “extremism”
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has helped the authorities to effectively eliminate opposition.263 This was best exemplified
with the ban of the Islamic Revival Party of Tajikistan (IRPT)264 in August 2015, after the
Tajik authorities accused the IRPT of spreading religious propaganda and having links to
IS/Daesh.265 This strict approach has also enabled the state to restrict or repress ordinary
Islamic practices – for instance, minors are not allowed to visit mosques, and there have
been cases of police forcibly shaving men’s beards or registering or even arresting women
for wearing hijabs.266
At the same time, the Tajik government continued attempting to regulate and
control different aspects of religious life in the country, introducing ever stricter controls,
first of all related to youth. New religious education classes, aimed at preventing
radicalization, were included in the school curricula for 15- and 16-year old Tajik students
in 2016.267 Furthermore, in early August 2017, Dushanbe authorities discouraged around
8,000 women from wearing so-called “non-traditional” or “foreign” clothes (essentially a
euphemism for Islamic hijabs) as part of an official campaign, instead promoting the
“traditional national dress.” The campaign – similar to those in Uzbekistan earlier –
reportedly included representatives of the Interior Ministry, the Committee on Religious
Affairs, and other government departments.268
On a similar note, on August 23, 2017, the Tajik parliament’s lower chamber
approved amendments to the law on “traditional and national clothes and culture,” widely
understood as yet another attempt at discouraging people from wearing hijabs and Islamic
dress. The new initiative was initially published on the President’s website in mid-August
and supported by Rahmon himself. The Islamic hijab tied under the chin was branded
foreign and alien to the Tajik culture. An alternative variant with the scarf tied in a
“traditional Tajik way” or “national style” behind the head and thus exposing the neck was
allowed.269 The introduction of a stricter headscarf dress code for Tajik women in August
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2017 was officially framed as another intended radicalization prevention measure.
Lastly, the Tajik Interior Ministry published new estimates concerning Tajik
foreign fighters in mid-2017. This time, it said that over 1,100 Tajik nationals had gone to
Syria and Iraq, out of which almost 300 had been killed while abroad, and around 100
returned to Tajikistan. More than half of the past two years’ returnees had reportedly been
amnestied and remained on an official watch list, but were not legally banned from regular
life activities such as applying for jobs, studying at universities or traveling abroad. These
pardoned ex-fighters formally rejected the IS/Daesh ideology and its methods. As such,
they often appeared in various counter-extremism campaigns and de-radicalization efforts,
presented speeches or gave interviews about the IS/Daesh crimes and atrocities they
claimed to have witnessed in Syria and Iraq. The remaining returnees were convicted as
mercenaries.270
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Conclusion
This thesis dealt with the phenomenon of Central Asian foreign fighters in Syria. It
analyzed their radicalization, recruitment, and travel patterns. Special emphasis was placed
on tracking the states’ responses, including elements of de-radicalization and
counter-radicalization. The research questions were: How have the foreign fighters been
radicalized? How have they been recruited and how did they travel to theater? How have
their home states responded to this security challenge? This was exemplified through a
case study of Central Asia.
The analysis has shown that while Central Asian militancy is by no means a new
phenomenon, the mobilization of foreign fighters for the Syrian war in the early to
mid-2010s has taken an unprecedented scale across the entire region. As evidenced,
previously unseen quantities of people have decided to leave for Syria. Moreover, the
Central Asian participation has changed qualitatively as well. While previously there had
been more polarization among Central Asian fighters and they used to be more divided
along political and ethnic lines, in Syria the various groups with Central Asian membership
sometimes managed to fight alongside each other and cooperate, often based on their
perceived shared post-Soviet or regional bonds.
Concerning radicalization, the thesis has found that there is arguably no single
factor that could fully explain the Central Asians’ decisions to go fight in Syria. Neither is
there a typical profile of a Central Asian fighter. The factors behind radicalization have
been manifold: socio-economic, political, religious, ideological, personal, or – perhaps
most commonly – a case-specific mix of the above.
Available data suggest that radicalization and extremist recruitment have often
occurred in Russia. The above analysis of travel patterns has shown that the majority of
potential Central Asian fighters traveled to Syria either indirectly via multiple countries
(most often Russia) or directly from their home state, and then crossed the border from
Turkey.
Overall, narratives on Central Asian foreign fighters have usually presented their
potential return from Syria as a major security threat – to their home states (domestically),
to the region, and sometimes even globally. The Central Asian governments saw the
foreign fighters as a problem already while in Syria, but they presented an even greater
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challenge for them in the future to come. This is because if they return home, they have a
good knowledge of the local terrain and situation, which is an advantage for planning
terrorist attacks. Moreover, foreign fighters in Syria are largely seen as experienced, skilled
and motivated veterans with ties to other groups (networking) that pose a high risk. As
such, there have been fears of follow-up lone wolf or group terrorist activity and terrorist
attacks being carried out at home or abroad, as well as concerns regarding radicalization,
recruitment, and general destabilization.
Evidence suggests that the domestic threat perception across Central Asia has
continuously switched from groups with regional or local presence such as the Hizb
ut-Tahrir, Tablighi Jamaat, IMU, IJU, Jund al-Khilafah or broadly termed Salafis and
Wahhabis towards IS/Daesh and other returnees coming back from Syria. While the
majority of known arrests in the early 2010s were connected to the former organizations,
after 2013–14 this trend changed largely albeit not entirely toward IS/Daesh members or
sympathizers. Hundreds of Central Asian fighters had also died while in Syria, so by
leaving Central Asia for the theater they effectively lowered the threat at home (this is
valid as long as they cannot return). Unsurprisingly, this has been seen mostly as positive
development by their home governments.
All five Central Asian states have adopted policies to address this perceived
security threat. However, their de-radicalization and counter-radicalization measures
proved largely inefficient and insufficient, and sometimes even worsened the problem by
itself. The analysis suggests that there have been virtually no comprehensive strategies in
place to counter radicalization. The standard responses have most often consisted of
increased state control of religion (such as imams delivering the official, approved
messages and narratives) and repressions of Islam or followers of its “non-traditional” or
more “extreme” (fundamentalist) religious forms. The chosen security approach included
restrictions or pressure on regular Muslims under the guise of fighting terrorism and
extremism. At the same time, the Central Asian states have tended to inflate the perceived
threats and abuse the extremism and terrorism narratives, in effect raising awareness of it
and – contrary to the expectations – attracting even more supporters of radical ideas.
Misuse of the laws and general distrust to any state-related structures, including law
enforcement, has further exacerbated the problem.
The above analysis has found that the fighters’ fate upon return has depended
largely on the state they originally came from, because the states’ policies have somewhat
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varied across the region. Some of the more common reactions have included arrests, trials,
imprisonment; further toughening existing terrorism legislation; criminalizing fighting
abroad; prosecuting foreign fighters for mercenary activities; adoption of new provisions
allowing to deprive individuals of their citizenship; pardons, amnesties, or other attempts at
reintegration; elements of de-radicalization programs on either the national or the local
levels; introduction of new travel restrictions and increased checks; new restrictions and
bans regarding the Internet, media, or various communications platforms; and stricter dress
codes for public spaces (for an overview of national policies, see Table 1). However, our
findings do not allow to speak of de-radicalization and counter-radicalization in the strict,
Western understanding of these terms.
The hard, restrictive and punitive approach has been the most common one. It has
been adopted by Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Tajikistan seems to have
adopted more of a mixed “carrot and stick” approach, with elements of both hard and soft
reactions, and is the only Central Asian country that got close to incorporating elements of
forgiveness such as amnesties and attempts at the returnees’ reintegration. For its part,
Turkmenistan confirmed its position of an outlier even within regional Central Asian
context by not formally acknowledging the very existence of the problem. Turkmenistan’s
extreme isolationism also means that there is fewer data available than for the remaining
four states; all measures are in line with the overtly repressive pattern of the regime’s
functioning and available data do not allow to draw conclusions as to what extent the
policies were in response to the foreign fighter threat.
While foreign fighters indeed do present a security risk, the Central Asian states’
reactions have been largely disproportionate – sometimes excessive, at other times
absolutely inadequate – and often counterproductive. As shown, there was a clear lack of
efficient counter-narratives and none or only limited preventative measures and strategies
pursued on the state level. Most new measures resulted rather in increasing state control
and further “tightening of the screws” and limiting fundamental civil rights and freedoms,
such as freedom of expression, religious rights, increasing controls over media,
communications channels and the Internet, over education, and so forth. Such steps have
not proved particularly efficient in countering radicalization and extremism. In effect,
Central Asian states have not succeeded in stopping radicalization neither in the countries
of origin or in Russia, where radicalization and recruitment most commonly occur.
Regional and international cooperation, for instance with transit countries on detaining
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potential fighters as well as intelligence sharing, were virtually lacking or inadequate.
Similarly, as shown above, increased border controls, screening of travelers, and checks of
returnees are only helpful if you cannot bribe your way out.
Finally, the above analysis has found that new laws specifically targeting foreign
fighters have been adopted across the region. However, once again, the local justice
systems, the absence of clear definitions or established procedures, and rampant corruption
allowed for abuse of this legislation – for example in order to harass political opposition or
to discriminate against ethnic minorities. In the conditions where efficient state institutions
are next to non-existent, governments used the extremist/terrorist label to persecute
unwanted groups or crack down on opposition. In fact, by choosing to tighten security
measures, the Central Asian governments effectively risk further undermining domestic
security and stability in the mid- to long-term.
To conclude, it is also important to keep in mind the specifics of Central Asian
regimes – more often repressive than not – while interpreting the above preliminary
findings. Of note, it was historically not uncommon for the Central Asian authorities and
officials to claim that violent crimes had connections to underground religious extremist
organizations and to misuse the existing legislation (for example on inciting religious
hatred, extremism or terrorism), sometimes using the extremism and/or terrorism label for
what constituted regular or even no crimes. Similarly, the threats, information about
planned and foiled attacks, and the local secret services’ successes may often be
exaggerated. Further research would be needed to assess to what extent the states actually
considered the Central Asian foreign fighters in Syria a genuine threat, or how much they
inflated the perceived threat as a useful tool to impose tighter controls over their societies
in order to secure the existing ruling regimes.
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Table 1. Central Asian states’ policies addressing foreign fighters, 2011–2017
Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

Turkmenistan

Uzbekistan

Tajikistan

Arrests, trials, imprisonment





No data, but likely





Existing terrorism legislation further
toughened

 Oct 11; Dec 16

 Jun 2015

 Nov 2015

 Jan 2014

 Nov 2015

Fighting abroad criminalized

 Apr 2014

 Jun 2015

 Nov 2015

 Jan 2016

 May 2014

Foreign fighters prosecuted for
mercenary activities





No data





Provisions to deprive individuals of
citizenship

 Jul 2017

 Aug 2016



 Aug 2015

 Aug 2015

Pardons, amnesties, or other attempts
at reintegration

 (very rarely)

 (very rarely)

No data





Elements of de-radicalization
programs on the national level











Elements of de-radicalization
programs on the local level





No data





Travel restrictions, increased checks









No data, but likely

New restrictions and bans (the
Internet, media, communications)





Already strict

Already strict



Stricter dress codes for public spaces





 Already strict




Source: Author’s analysis.
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Summary
This thesis dealt with the phenomenon of Central Asian foreign fighters in Syria. It analyzed
their radicalization, recruitment, and travel patterns. Special emphasis was placed on tracking
the states’ responses, including elements of de-radicalization and counter-radicalization. The
research questions were: How have the foreign fighters been radicalized? How have they
been recruited and how did they travel to theater? How have their home states responded to
this security challenge? This was exemplified through a case study of Central Asia.
The analysis has shown that while Central Asian militancy is by no means a new
phenomenon, the mobilization of foreign fighters for the Syrian war in the early to mid-2010s
has taken an unprecedented scale across the entire region. As evidenced, previously unseen
quantities of people have decided to leave for Syria. Moreover, the Central Asian
participation has changed qualitatively as well. While previously there had been more
polarization among Central Asian fighters and they used to be more divided along political
and ethnic lines, in Syria the various groups with Central Asian membership sometimes
managed to fight alongside each other and cooperate, often based on their perceived shared
post-Soviet or regional bonds.
Concerning radicalization, the thesis has found that there is arguably no single factor
that could fully explain the Central Asians’ decisions to go fight in Syria. Neither is there a
typical profile of a Central Asian fighter. The factors behind radicalization have been
manifold: socio-economic, political, religious, ideological, personal, or – perhaps most
commonly – a case-specific mix of the above.
Available data suggest that radicalization and extremist recruitment have often
occurred in Russia. The above analysis of travel patterns has shown that the majority of
potential Central Asian fighters traveled to Syria either indirectly via multiple countries (most
often Russia) or directly from their home state, and then crossed the border from Turkey.
Overall, narratives on Central Asian foreign fighters have usually presented their
potential return from Syria as a major security threat – to their home states (domestically), to
the region, and sometimes even globally. The Central Asian governments saw the foreign
fighters as a problem already while in Syria, but they presented an even greater challenge for
them in the future to come. This is because if they return home, they have a good knowledge
of the local terrain and situation, which is an advantage for planning terrorist attacks.
Moreover, foreign fighters in Syria are largely seen as experienced, skilled and motivated
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veterans with ties to other groups (networking) that pose a high risk. As such, there have been
fears of follow-up lone wolf or group terrorist activity and terrorist attacks being carried out
at home or abroad, as well as concerns regarding radicalization, recruitment, and general
destabilization.
The above analysis has found that the fighters’ fate upon return has depended largely
on the state they originally came from, because the states’ policies have somewhat varied
across the region. Some of the more common reactions have included arrests, trials,
imprisonment; further toughening existing terrorism legislation; criminalizing fighting
abroad; prosecuting foreign fighters for mercenary activities; adoption of new provisions
allowing to deprive individuals of their citizenship; pardons, amnesties, or other attempts at
reintegration; elements of de-radicalization programs on either the national or the local levels;
introduction of new travel restrictions and increased checks; new restrictions and bans
regarding the Internet, media, or various communications platforms; and stricter dress codes
for public spaces. However, our findings do not allow to speak of de-radicalization and
counter-radicalization in the strict, Western understanding of these terms.
The hard, restrictive and punitive approach has been the most common one. It has
been adopted by Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Tajikistan seems to have adopted
more of a mixed “carrot and stick” approach, with elements of both hard and soft reactions,
and is the only Central Asian country that got close to incorporating elements of forgiveness
such as amnesties and attempts at the returnees’ reintegration. For its part, Turkmenistan
confirmed its position of an outlier even within regional Central Asian context by not
formally acknowledging the very existence of the problem. Turkmenistan’s extreme
isolationism also means that there is fewer data available than for the remaining four states;
all measures are in line with the overtly repressive pattern of the regime’s functioning and
available data do not allow to draw conclusions as to what extent the policies were in
response to the foreign fighter threat.
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Master’s Thesis Project Outline
Submitted in the academic year 2015/2016
Topic: Central Asian Foreign Fighters in Syria
Thesis: The patterns of foreign fighters’ radicalization, contact facilitation and travel, as well
as their return back home are essential for our understanding of modern patterns of religiousbased terrorism. The findings pertaining to the Central Asian fighters should facilitate the
Western response to the issue and, as a result, steadily help increase security around Syria
and in the wider region, including Europe.
Methodology: In terms of methodology, the proposed thesis is a case study of Central Asia.
Under Central Asia, we understand mostly Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. Exact geographical focus within the topic will depend on the
availability of data, the bulk of which will be gathered during a field trip to the region.
Structure:
1/ Introduction
Foreign fighters are arguably the most dangerous phenomenon that has appeared over
the course of the Syrian civil war. Individuals of various ethnic and religious origin
participate in fighting. Yet, Western research of this issue has so far centered predominantly
on fighters originating from Western Europe. In order to be able to deal with the threat more
thoroughly, it is important to investigate and analyze other groups of fighters as well. In
Syria, Central Asians are one of the most largely represented and prominent ones.
2/ Brief history and general trends
Foreign fighters – specifics, legal definitions, involvement in previous armed conflicts
(Afghanistan 1980s, Bosnia, Afghanistan 2000s, Iraq). The ebb and flow of foreign fighters
in Syria, numbers, representation by nationality/ethnicity. Central Asians in Syria – which
groups are present, how they are organized and linked, what the mutual relations among the
fighters with different background are. Leading or other important personalities and Central
Asian participation in key battles will be also dealt with.
3/ Radicalization and motivation – what is the fuse?
a. socio-economic factors – way to earn good money, temporary job abroad
b. democratic deficits and authoritarianism – radicalization as a means of political
opposition to the ruling regime
c. religious factors – ultraconservative or radical understanding of Islam, influence of
foreign preachers, the state’s (often repressive) stance towards religion, e.g. state
control of mosques and religious schools, attempts at secularization
d. measures against radicalization
4/ Contact facilitation and travel arrangements – what are the means?
a. connection to home-grown terrorist networks (e.g. the IMU)

b. labor migration and work abroad as a means of radicalization
c. the role of criminal networks therein
d. strategies, other steps and measures aimed at preventing the individuals from
traveling to theater
5/ The fighters’ return and their home states’ reaction – what are the consequences?
a. motivation for homecoming (and alternative options), life after the return
b. official reaction – imprisonment, trials, intelligence gathering, public awareness
campaigns or other, preventative measures, strategies, action plans
c. local community’s reaction to returned fighters – ostracization, or appreciation?
d. follow-up lone wolf or group terrorist activity conducted at home or abroad
6/ Conclusion
Discussion of the main findings based on the research to be done.
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